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Miss Bond Retires
On Thursday 11th June a
retirement “do” was held in
Aberfoyle Primary School Hall
for Miss Janette Bond. Sadly,
due to ill health, Janette has
retired from teaching after
26years. Not only has she
taught in the school for 26
years but she was also a pupil
there herself.
The evening, which followed
the format of “This is Your Life”,
was introduced by Mrs Barwick,
head teacher, who welcomed
everyone to the school and
spoke of her time working with
Janette. She then handed over
to Mr Fielden who was M.C. for
the evening. The school hall
was packed to capacity with
family, friends, colleagues and
pupils both past and present.
Mr Fielden began by showing
some slides of Janette’s early
life and time as a pupil at the
school. He then called on a
pupil to read out Russell
McKeand’s memories of his
first day at school in Primary 0.
It seems that he sat next to
Janette on day one and she
told him that she was going to
come back one day as a
teacher. How right she was!
Janette’s brother Gordon told
us what it was like to be a pupil
in a school where your sister
was a teacher.

This was followed by a number
of entertaining reminiscences
and messages from pupils and
colleagues past and present.
The most unexpected of which,
at least for Janette, was sent
by video link from America, by
an old college friend.  Who
says these things only
happens on the T.V?
Janette was presented with a
bird bath, a rose bush called
Schoolgirl and  Garden Centre
Tokens on behalf of the school
and the community as well as
The Red Book of memories.
Then Janette took the floor! In
her own inimitable style she
told us a long and entertaining
story about Romans and
Midgies. Once a teacher
always a teacher.
Throughout this memorable
evening the message that
came over again and again
was that Janette was a very
good teacher who always put
the children first, she was well
respected, well liked and
always had a wonderful sense
of fun. Although she will be
greatly missed by everyone I
am sure we all wish her a long
and happy retirement.
We would like to thank
everyone who helped to make
this very special evening
possible.

S Fielden/M Crawford

insideAberfoyle & Port of Menteith Churches Flower  Festival

Sponsored by

This year’s theme was
Musicals. We would like to
thank all those who gave
so generously of their time
and effort as well as those
who came and helped
raise a grand total in
excess of £1100!
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Many of you will be aware of the recent bid by a Glasgow Pharmacist
to open a Dispensary in Drymen.  Like many small rural practices,
the Drymen practice depends on the income it can engender from
dispensing to make it viable.
In 2007 there was overwhelming support from the Aberfoyle
community to retain dispensing services in the medical centre when
there was an application to open a pharmacy in the village.  A strong
campaign was mounted and thankfully our dispensing services
continue.  However the situation remains uncertain due to the
current regulations pertaining to pharmacy applications.  As matters
stand rural dispensing practices throughout Scotland are at risk.
At last this has been recognized as a situation which requires to be
addressed at Government level.  In December a patient in the
Leuchars practice set the ball rolling when his practice was under
threat by petitioning the Scottish Government.  Parliament has now
acknowledged that the regulatory process for Pharmacy applications
in rural areas served by dispensing practices should be examined.
This is our chance to make our voices heard and help secure
services which have served rural and remote communities well since
the start of the NHS.  There is no doubt that patient opinion was an
important factor when we battled to save our dispensing services
here.  It is vital that we grasp this opportunity to let MSPs and MPs
know that the needs of rural communities are not the same as those
of towns and cities.  We would urge you to play an active role by
writing to the local MSP asking for his support for dispensing
practices.  Bruce Crawford MSP for Stirling, Unit 111, Stirling
Enterprise Park, John Player Building, Stirling, FK7 7RP
More information can be found on the following websites:
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/petitions
Petition number – 1220
Rowena (the practice manager), or any of the doctors at the Medical
Centre would be happy to answer any questions you may have.  This
is our chance to secure the future for medical services in remote and
rural areas.  We must make sure our voice is heard.
PS:  Recently The Forth Valley Pharmacy Practice Committee ruled
against the siting of a Pharmacy in Drymen.   However the
pharmacist has lodged an appeal.    For Drymen patients and
doctors the uncertainty continues.

Save Our Services -the Next Step

The annual coffee morning in aid of the above charity will, this year,
be held in The Forth Inn on Friday, 25th September from 10.30am
to 12.30pm and not, as in previous years, in The Medical Centre.
As a doctor’s surgery is held on a Friday morning, it was thought that
the busy atmosphere of a coffee morning would not help those
patients feeling ill.
The raffle will still be run from the Medical Centre where the surgery
ladies, bless them, will be selling raffle tickets one week before and
after the date of the coffee morning. This event has always been
greatly supported by the whole community and donations for the
raffle will be gratefully received at the Medical Centre.
The committee would like to thank the Forth Inn for so generously
allowing us the use of their premises especially as everything will be
indoors and will be providing tea and coffee.
Please come and show your support for the wonderful care and
comfort shown to our community by the MacMillan Cancer Care
Nurses.

The Medical Garden Committee

MacMillan Nurses
Coffee Morning

A series of talks on health and wellbeing are to be given
throughout the coming autumn and winter, both in Aberfoyle
and Buchlyvie Medial Centres.
The first of these is to be held on Wednesday 23 September
2009 at Buchlyvie Medical Centre.  The talk will be given by
Virginia Irvine-Fortescue, Medical Herbalist, and the subject will
be ‘How To Stay Well Through The Winter’, surely a subject
important to us all.  This is a follow up to her extremely
successful talk earlier this year.
Entry is free and all are welcome, so mark this one down in your
diary!

Friends Of Aberfoyle
and Buchlyvie Medical Centres

In honour of the Year of Homecoming, the
VisitScotland office at the Trossachs Discovery

Centre in Aberfoyle is excited to announce our series
of ‘open days’.  Upcoming events include the

internationally renowned Scottish singer Moira Kerr coming in
for CD signing and performance.  Louis Stott, our local historian,
will also be coming in to do a book signing and to talk about local
history.  We are keen to make these events of interest to locals
and visitors alike.
Our scheduled programme is still in the works, with details of
our current events listed below.   We welcome ideas or
suggestions for other potential events that would be of local
interest. We look forward to hearing from you, and seeing you
in the centre.
For any information about these events please contact our
office on 01877382352 or email us at
aberfoyle@visitscotland.com or stop by at Visitscotland,
Trossachs Discovery Centre, Main Street, Aberfoyle.
We’ve confirmed that Artist (Etchings) Iain Antony MacLeod will
be demonstrating etching on plates and displaying his work on
the 15th and 16th of August (Saturday and Sunday) here in
the Centre.  Iain Anthony is Trossachs born and returns several
times a year to his home on Main Street, Aberfoyle.
www.macleod.it/ianaeng/curriana.html
We expect to have local artists Linsey Craig and Niki Black from
‘Kaffufle’ demonstrating glass painted work and jewellery on
Saturday the 22nd August, but are awaiting final confirmation.
Also, we are interested in showcasing local talent, knowledge,
craft, artistry, organisations, etc., and we hope to have enough
interest and participation to make this a year-round occurrence.

Trossachs Discovery Centre, Aberfoyle

Swine Flu Patient Guide
If you think you may have Swine Flu
� Stay At Home
� Do Not Attend The Surgery
� Do Not Go Out
� Telephone The Surgery – 01877 382421 or
� NHS 24 – 08454 24 24 24

The receptionist will take your details and arrange for a doctor to
ring you back.
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Community Council

Every month Trossachs.co.uk are running a competition from their website, with fabulous prizes for the lucky winners.
Entry is FREE, and don’t worry if you get the answers wrong you get another chance.  To increase your chances of
winning why not get your family and friends to enter as well.  Just log on to trossachs.co.uk and click on Free
Competition to start.  Good Luck!

The Bluebell Café at the David
Marshall Lodge is delighted to
sponsor this issue of the Strathard
News.  We thought this would be a
lovely way to celebrate our one year
anniversary, and what a year it’s
been!
In case you haven’t been up to visit
us recently it really is worth a visit to
‘The Café with a View’ to see the
changes. The café has been refitted
to a very high standard along with
new seating on the viewing gallery.
Whether you want to sit in or out on
our viewing deck, we are perfect for
meeting over a made to order
fairtrade coffee or a light lunch.  We

have a great range of freshly made
treats, as well as many healthy
menu choices. The Bluebell Café
is a great place to catch up and
relax whether you are a local or a
visitor to the area.
There’s a great outdoor play area if
you have kids and they will love our
genuine Italian Ice Creams and
colouring in sheets – courtesy of local
boy Patrick Carranza.  There’s even
a monthly prize for the best drawing
If your personal resolution this
summer is to exercise and eat more
healthily then let us help you. We are
only a short and easy walk from the
village and have a range of freshly

made salads and soups on our menu
as well as our famous made to order
fresh fruit smoothies and freshly
squeezed juices.
If it’s a treat you’re looking for, then
you will be spoilt for choice!
Please come up to the Café with the
best view around and let us look after
you.

Nikki and Andreas

The Café with a View – One year on

August's prize is a 2 night Jazz & Blues Festival Break courtesy of the Munro Inn,
Strathyre & the 4th annual Jazz up the Trossachs Festival. The value of this prize is £260
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Letters to the Editor......
............have your say!

Post to Editor, Schoolhouse, Inversnaid FK8 3TU
Or email editor@strathardnews.com or hand in to Aberfoyle Post Office

Congrats to the Roads Dept!
I do realise that Stirling Council Roads Department has taken much criticism in the
recent past and I would now like to redress the balance by offering them my heartfelt
thanks.  If I can explain.
When we go out in our car my husband generally drives while I, to save time, apply
my makeup.  In the past this has caused me some considerable grief as my husband
used to either hit a pot hole, whereupon the lipstick would end up my nose or, in
swerving to avoid one, cause me an equal amount of bother as I would poke the
mascara in an eye.  Now all is bliss!  The roads are getting repaired, and all is smooth
running.  I can put on makeup with the greatest of ease, even going so far as to grab
husband’s rear view mirror as we glide across Flander’s Moss to check on my toiletries.
God bless you, Roads Dept.  By improving the road surface, you have improved
mine, not something I would normally admit to!
Agnetha Blunt (Mrs)
Kinlochard

Dear Margaret,
On Sunday 17th May a group of Inverness Caledonian Thistle
football supporters descended on the village of Aberfoyle whilst en
route to Inverness. These fans were walking back to Inverness from
Kilmarnock and had just completed the first section of the walk.
They were treated to hospitality at the Coach House pub for which
they are very grateful. The group had walked overnight and had just
completed 51 miles during that time. This is the seventh year the
‘Highland Marchers’ have undertaken this event and this year was
the furthest and toughest of them all. The ‘marchers’ walk from the
club’s penultimate game to the last game of the season and have
already completed walks from Inverness to Falkirk, Inverness to
Dunfermline, Clyde (Cumbernauld) to Inverness, Dundee to
Inverness, Falkirk to Inverness and Inverness to St Mirren (Paisley).
During those years they have raised over £12,000 for various
charities but decided this year to promote their ‘sister’ event The
Tartan March when a group will walk from Oslo to Glasgow in a few
weeks time. The Highland Marchers would like to thank the
proprietors of the Coach House in Aberfoyle for their hospitality
after a very long stroll. This year three of the group had completed
the walk back to Inverness by mid-afternoon on Friday 22nd May
covering 185 miles. Anyone wishing to donate should visit the
Tartan March web site.

Yours sincerely
Dave ‘Gringo’ Wilson
www.highlandmarch.co.uk
www.tartanmarch.com

The Summer Recess from the House of Commons has now
begun and I will be using the opportunity to catch up with my
family, but (contrary to most media reports) the work of a MP
never stops!
It will be business as usual in my Constituency Advice Office
where my fantastic staff are always available to help with any
enquiries and problems.
I will also be conducting my usual Summer Surgery Tour;
attending various meetings and appointments across the
constituency; and holding one of my Listening Panel Events on
Democratic Reform later in September.  If you would like more
information on any of these events, please contact my office on
01786 446515.
One of the recent events I attended was the opening of
Stirling’s new auction mart at Hill O’Drip.  This multi-million
pound facility provides around 300 on and off-site jobs and will
support many more by maintaining Stirling’s link with the
agricultural sector across Scotland and indeed the UK.  I
worked closely with the developers of the mart as it progressed
through the various stages of the planning process and I am
pleased that we now have this impressive facility supporting
and enhancing the local economy.
Talking about the local economy, over the summer months I will
also be campaigning to raise awareness of the dangers of high
cost credit and what families and individuals can do to avoid it.
This is a difficult time for many local families who are being hit
hard by the recession and I want to make sure that everyone is
aware of the help that is available.  Government measures
include a new self-help toolkit for those in difficulty with their
debts; measures to protect people from unscrupulous debt-
collection agencies; a review into credit cards, credit
repayments and high cost credit and a ban on unsolicited credit
card cheques.

Constituents can contact me as usual at the Parliamentary
Advice Office, 22 Viewfield Street, Stirling FK8 1UA, telephone
01786 446515 or by email at mcguirea@parliament.uk
You can also keep up-to-date with news on my web-site
www.annemcguiremp.org.uk

Anne McGuire MP
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By Owen McKee
The other day I
was at a
housing
meeting at the
new Raploch
Campus in

Stirling. It is a magnificent building and
clearly a great deal of energy and money
has been expended to provide the
community with a facility second to none.
And yet there was something which was
spoiling the whole scene. Yes litter: cans,
old wrappers and newspapers strewn here
and there. The very next day back home I
went to retrieve an empty can which lay
besides a parked car. As I picked it up the
occupant of the car wound down his
window to let me know it had been there
when he arrived. I acknowledged his
innocence and we continued the dialogue.
He was from Birmingham and he remarked
that we here were extremely fortunate in
relation to the litter problem. When you see
the rubbish that people have discarded at
our lochsides or, worse still, have taken the
trouble to toss out of their cars onto the
road verges, I confess I did not feel in the
least fortunate. That the whole of Britain is
blighted by this problem only heightens my
despair. Is there a solution and who can
deliver it?
I was told by someone brought up in
Switzerland that it is not a problem there.
People naturally take their rubbish home or
to the nearest rubbish bin for the authorities

to collect. He instanced one occasion when
some litter had been found in a public park
and rather than pick it up the authorities
added truckloads more. Public uproar
followed, the authorities then cleared up the
mess and thereafter there was no
recurrence of the problem. Clearly that
action worked there because it was
unusual for litter to be present anyway. But
here there is so much litter that we would
have to use up all the rubbish in our landfill
sites just to get people to notice that there
was any difference. So I doubt if the shock
tactic would work here. Education is long
term but it seems to me to be our only hope.
During the "Season" our Rangers are
primarily engaged in meeting and greeting
the visitors to our Park and taking to them
the message that the Park is a special
place which has to be protected and one
way of doing that is to keep it free of litter.
They are also spending time at schools and
youth establishments both in and outside
the Park spreading the same message.  In
the main young people are less guilty and
the hope is that we can steer them clear of
the bad habits adopted by their errant elders.
In the meantime the problem still exists so
who is responsible for the clear up. The
Park Authority has spent considerable
amounts on clearing up litter but
unfortunately our efforts have made very
little difference. Indeed in some areas the
problem has gotten worse. Why so? The
suspicion is that with budgets getting tighter

some councils have taken advantage of our
efforts to withdraw from their statutory duty.
Yes litter collection is the statutory duty of
the council.   And so, to some extent
copying the Swiss example, the Park
Authority will be spending a great deal less
on litter collection but will be in much closer
dialogue with the councils to make sure
they fulfil their statutory duty. The Park is a
special place and the Park Authority has
the duty to protect it. Our aim is that our
efforts and resources are spent on ensuring
that our contributions are ADDITIONAL to
the statutory duty of the councils.
Next month I will be going to Snowdonia
National Park for the Annual Conference of
the Association of National Park Authorities
in the UK. As I highlighted in a previous
issue Loch Lomond and the Trossachs
National Park Authority will be hosting the
Annual Conference in 2010 as part of the
Trossachs 2010 celebrations. The visit to
Snowdonia will be geared towards
persuading as many as possible to come to
the Trossachs next year. Helping us to
spread the message will be Dick Lewis of
the Mhor Group who will be making a
presentation on how business can succeed
in Scotland's first National Park.
As always I can be contacted as follows :
Post:       Taigh Na Bhuth,
               Lochearnhead.
               FK19 8PR
Phone:    01567 830214
owen@thevillageshop.fsbusiness.co.uk

National Park News

Look out for the Loch Lomond &
The Trossachs National Park
Doors Open Days this
September. Our first
programme of openings focuses
on the Breadalbane area on 19
and 20 September and features
more than a dozen historic
buildings from Crianlarich to

Strathyre, some of which are
normally closed to the public.
You can explore a cruck frame
longhouse dating from the 18th
century, discover Rob Roy’s
grave or enjoy refreshments in
Crianlarich’s 1894 West
Highland Railway Station Tea
Room. We also feature guided

and self-guided walks to nearby
places of historical interest,
such as St Fillan’s Priory near
Tyndrum and the former slate
quarry at Aberfoyle.
On 6 September we also throw
open the doors of our own
award-winning HQ at Balloch
from 1pm to 4pm, when you can

see a sustainable office building
in action. Here our modern
environment will be contrasted
by displays from local heritage
groups reflecting the rich local
history of the National Park.   All
buildings and walks are free of
charge and full details are on
www.doorsopendays.org.uk.

Doors Open Days

Tel. 01877 382 400
Mob 07989 746617
Ask for Andrew
Braeval Old Mill, Braeval

1. House and estate clearances. Every contact
is made with total discretion, confidentiality
and courtesy, at a time to suit the client.
Properties cleared will be left secure, swept
and tidy.
3. I wish to purchase the following items:
• Old jewellery (even broken items)
• Old wind up watches and clocks (even if

broken)
• Old war medals
• Old coins and banknotes
• Old silver and plated items, including old

cutlery
• Old bagpipes, Dirks and skean dhus
• Old swords, knives, pistols and rifles
• Old musical boxes
• Old toys
• General antiques

Braeval
Antiques
Braeval
Antiques
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There is a community page for Aberfoyle  on Central Scotland
Police website www.centralscotland.police.uk
which can be accessed by going to My Area,
Dunblane Sac, Aberfoyle.  There you will find
community news regarding crime updates
and  police surgery dates.

Police Community Website

PACT Priorities
21st, July 2009
The Community Council meeting for July took
place in Aberfoyle village hall and the following
priorities were set.
1. Road traffic issues including speeding on
the South approach to Aberfoyle and speeding
and driving manner through Milton.
2. Shop security and Police presence in and
around villages during trading hours and
Police presence in the villages targeting
travelling criminals.
3. Drug related issues.
It is Police intention to continue speed checks
in and around the villages.
Already a number of Police led multi agency
operations have taken place throughout the
area to target bogus workman and other types
of criminality. Arrests have been made and
other lines of enquiry are being pursued by
other agancies such as the Department of
Work and Pensions.
The Police are continuing to monitor vehicles
in and around the area. Stop checks are
commonplace and this type of work will
continue in an effort to make the area hostile
for criminals to operate.
In relation to drugs it is no secret that we rely
heavily on the assistance of the community to
enable us to gain sufficient knowledge of what
is going on.  We can act on information given
to us whether anonymously or face to face and
this can be done on the numbers given below
or by calling in at Aberfoyle Police Office at
any time.
An update of Police activity will follow at the
end of the month.  If you have any information
to pass to Police or would like us to deal with
a problem you have then call Aberfoyle Police
Office on tel:01877 382519 or call
Crimestoppers free on tel:0800 555 111.
Aberfoyle
Road Checks
23rd, July 2009
Police carried out road checks on the A81
near to the Rob Roy in Aberfoyle.  This
included monitoring of speed, drink driving,
seatbelts and use of mobile telephones.  It
was pleasing to see that no offences were
evident but these checks will continue
throughout the holiday period
Last Resort
23rd, July 2009
Parking on double yellow lines is still common
place in Aberfoyle. In fact it is the habit of
some to park in front of the Police vehicle
outside the office. A number of tickets have
already been issued to offenders but this is as
a last resort, although obstructing the Police
vehicle for any length of time is a bit cheeky.
Locals are politely asked not to do it, but its
clear that the short nip into the shop is the
main reason for it.  Residents are complaining
about it and we will need to act if it continues.
Please take heed and if you get a ticket then
you have only yourself to blame.
This Weekend In The National park
29th, July 2009
This weekend will see high visibility patrols
within the villages and along the loch sides.
Operation Ironworks continues to target
antisocial behaviour of all kinds and robust
policing will continue to be adopted until those
who are intent on causing havoc in the
countryside think better of it.  Stop searches
on both persons and vehicles will be
implemented where appropriate with a view to
providing a safer environment for all.
The message from the communities who live
in and around the National Park and from the
staff from the varying agencies who work hard
to preserve it is simple:
1.Respect the interests of others.
2.Care for the environment.
3.Take responsibilty for your own actions.
For more information visit
www.outdooraccess-scotland.com
Aberfoyle, Drug Dealing
1st, August 2009
A house in Aberfoyle was searched by Police
on Friday night using the powers of a warrant.

Information was being passed to Police about
alleged drug dealing and so the enquiry was
instigated.  A specialist dog was used to assist
the search and a quantity of controlled drugs
was recovered.  A 28 year old man was
detained and taken in for questioning and later
released without charge.  Further enquiry is to
be carried out before the matter is referred to
the Procurator Fiscal.
Drug misuse blights many of our communities
but we are committed to tackling the dealers
and the people who reap benefit from the
misery of others.
If you have information in relation to drugs
then call Aberfoyle Police Office on tel:01877
382519 or Crimestoppers free on tel:0800 555
111. Information can be given in confidence.
Fatal collision - driver named
Monday, 03rd August 2009
Following the fatal road collision on Friday
afternoon on the A873 Blairdrummond-
Thornhill-Aberfoyle. The driver has been
named as 42-year-old Paul Whitwell, who was
based at the Royal Navy base in Faslane.
The collision occurred around 3.45pm on
Friday July 31 near to the junction with the
access road to Upper Tarr House, Ruskie.
Police appeal for any witnesses to contact the
Road Policing Unit on 01786 456000.
Drugs recovered in Doune
Friday, 07th August 2009
Drugs with an estimated street value of
£43,000 have been seized after a policing
operation.
The recovery of cocaine and amphetamine
was made after the search of a car in
Deanston, near Doune, on Thursday August 6,
and a subsequent search of address in
Dunblane, by operational officers from
Dunblane Sub Area Command. Police officers
had been in the area of Doune responding to
another matter when they stopped the vehicle
and seized a kilogram of amphetamine. The
house search then led to the seizure of further
amounts of amphetamine and cocaine.
Two men aged 23 and 26 were arrested and
are expected to appear at Stirling Sheriff Court
today (Aug 7).  Superintendent David Flynn,
Stirling Area Commander, said: “This was an
excellent piece of work by local officers who
were responding to issues within the
community and reacted quickly to take this
quantity of drugs out of circulation.”
Police appeal after housebreakings
Tuesday, 11th August 2009
Central Scotland Police are appealing for infor-
mation following several housebreakings in
rural areas.
On Wednesday August 5 an attempt was
made to break into a house in Culbowie Road,
Buchlyvie.
Between 9.30am and 12.50pm on Wednesday
August 5, jewellery and a games console were
stolen from a house in Main Street, Thornhill.
During the same day a house in Coldrach
Road, Drymen, was broken into but nothing
was stolen.
About 4pm on Thursday August 6 a bag was
stolen from a house in Fir Road, Doune.
Sergeant Gregor McFarlane said: “These
crimes have happened during the day when
people are out. However basic crime preven-
tion measures can be taken to deter thieves. If
you have an alarm, put it on, fit good British
standard locks to the front and rear doors of
your property, close all ground floor windows.
Consider leaving a radio or television on while
you are aware. Consider using timer switches
if you are likely to be out longer and it could be
during the evening before you return.

“While we live in a relatively crime free area by
adopting these tactics could prevent you from
becoming a victim of crime.”
If you have any information in relation to the
incidents or even been offered items for sale
that you suspect to be stolen please contact
the police on 01786 456000 or alternatively
contact Crimestoppers on 0800 555111.

Issued by Keep Scotland Beautiful
In their latest efforts to tackle food-on-the-go litter, Keep Scotland
Beautiful’s oversized litter costumes spent Friday 24 July
entertaining picnickers and visitors to the Loch Lomond and
Trossachs National Park, reminding them to put their packaging
and leftovers in the bin when finished or to take them home with
them.
The litter costumes also launched Keep Scotland Beautiful’s first
food-on-the-go litter campaign to focus people’s attention on the
ongoing problem of litter created by food and drink on the go.
The launch is being organised by Keep Scotland Beautiful, the
Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park and Argyll and Bute
Council at Luss which is a popular destination for day trippers and
holiday makers.
Through posters distributed Scotland-wide, the campaign will target
everyone who eats outside – the ‘al fresco’ audience - and highlight
that dropping such litter is a crime which can result in the
perpetrator being issued with a Fixed Penalty Notice for £50.
With 34% of all city and town-centre sites surveyed in Scotland in
2008-09 being blighted by fast food, drinks and confectionary litter,
it seems that although food-on-the-go may be the quickest way to
satisfy those hunger and thirst pangs, the effects of tossing away
leftovers and wrappers are often slow to disappear.  And when the
average plastic film container takes 20-30 years to break down it is
no wonder that so many of our open spaces provide a stark
reminder of people's throw away attitude.
Programme Manager for Keep Scotland Beautiful, Donna Niven,
said, “We are urging people not to drop their left over food or drink
litter on the ground as part of this Keep Scotland Tidy campaign for
a number of reasons.  Not only can the visual impact of food-on-
the-go litter be bad for business and tourism, it can present risks to
animals and children, and Scottish local authorities are spending
over £100 million a year removing litter from our roads and open
spaces – money that in the current economic climate, could be
saved if we all just put our litter in the bin.

“The truth is that dropping food-on-the-go litter - whether during the
day time following lunch time picnicking or after an evening ‘al-
fresco’ barbeque - is a crime for which you could be fined £50.  And
with more and more fixed penalty notices being issued for dropping
litter – over 7,500 between April 2008 & 2009 - there is more
chance of you being caught.”

Anyone with information can contact Central Scotland Police on
01786 456000 or information can be given anonymously to

Crimestoppers on 0800 555111.
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It has been a busy summer so
far with animals needing
rescued and funds being raised
Spring and early summer are
very hectic times for wildlife
hospitals and the volunteers who
take the casualties to them.
I have taken many rescued baby
birds, hedgehog babies and
families as well as road traffic
casualties to Hessilhead Wildlife
Hospital. Here these animals will
be given the chance to get well
and then be returned to the wild.
One of the main casualties on
the road at this time are frogs
and toads. After a shower of rain
the roads become covered in
small triangular shapes which if
one bothers to look are often
toads and frogs enjoying the
tarmac and/ or calling for mates.
I and others I am sure try not to
squash them as they too have a
part to play in the ecology of our
land. But they are no match for
our speeding traffic!
We have taken in 12 ex-battery
hens. These very scruffy ‘ladies’
will soon have lovely new
plumage and already they are
enjoying scratching around in

their enclosure before being
allowed total free range with a
self locking and opening house
for night-time. Hopefully we will
be enjoying lovely fresh eggs for
a long time to come.
Though this is a ‘nice’ thing to do
for the hens we are hoping to
use them to educate children
[and adults] in the plight of the
battery hen in this and other
countries.
Until the consumer realises how
these hens are kept the situation
will not change.  Although many
families already buy free range
eggs as most feel that caged
hens are not ideal, do these
same families check that the
quiches, ready meals, cakes,
puddings, pet foods etc that they
buy also use free range eggs
and chickens? Probably not -
please think about it. We can
make a difference. Thank you
....... from the hens.
We are taking in a solitary gerbil
- he comes tomorrow. He is two
years old and will probably not
take kindly to a friend and may
well have to remain on his own.

Biscuit, the brain damaged
greyhound that was rescued in
May, is slowly responding to
familiar people and surroundings.
She has put on a lot of weight
though a little more would be
good. Playing [she leaps and
spins on her lead and bounces
at one or other of the dogs] now
takes place at long last for short
periods most days and she
enjoys walking with my other
four dogs. Strange dogs are a
definite no-no. Drinking is still an
issue and to get her to take
sufficient fluid, stock has still to
be fed twice a day. For the first
time since she came she took a
little plain water at the weekend -
not enough but it is a start.
Though she does now respond
to her name on most occasions
by lifting her head she won’t
come towards me. More likely to
go the other way if she moves at
all!!
She is a beautiful dog and in her
own way is bringing a lot of
interest in what we are doing. At
fundraising events many, many
people come and ask about her
when they see me out with her

walking to
try to toilet
train her
[and
prevent
my car
getting damp!!]
We have a few more Highland
Games before the end of the
season and several Dobbies
visits. We are already organising
the winter season of events to
bring in the money needed to
keep us going .Costs continue to
rise with feed bills; vet bills;
farrier costs and other expenses
having to be met. Please
consider sponsoring one or
other of the many animals we
have available - they make
excellent [dare I say] Christmas
presents. The recipient of your
thoughtful gift will receive a
certificate of their chosen animal
with a photograph and an update
of them along with regular
newsletters throughout their
sponsorship period.  Thank you.
Please contact me for more
information
Mione 07748 351287 or
info@glendrickroost.org.uk

Welcome to the news from Glendrick Roost

Community organisations and charities in Central Scotland will be
able to receive grants and advice on starting their own renewable
energy projects following the appointment of a Community Energy
Scotland development officer for the region.   Jamie Adam previously
worked for the charity in Fort William, but has recently begun
covering Stirlingshire, Perthshire, Falkirk and Clackmannanshire,
and says he has already had a lot of interest in community renewables.

“In the few weeks I’ve been working in Central Scotland I’ve received
over ten enquiries from groups interested in starting a renewable
energy scheme, from small-scale hydro to biomass boilers for
community centres, and from large wind turbines to small
heatpumps. There are already a number of successful community
projects in the area, like the wind scheme at Fintry, and there is huge
potential for communities to benefit from new projects in the area.”
Community Energy Scotland (CES) has already supported over 500
community energy projects across Scotland, many installing
renewable energy systems. The charity delivers the Scottish
Government’s Community and Renewable Energy Scheme
(CARES), which provides grants of up to £150,000 for groups to start
an energy project. Applications are open to constituted, non-profit
distributing groups, which may include community councils and
development trusts, charities, local authorities and housing
associations.   Jamie believes that projects by organisations like
these can have very significant benefits:

“Climate change is not only a huge challenge, it is an opportunity –
by creating renewable energy projects, communities are not only
reducing their impact on the atmosphere, they are reducing their
running costs or even generating a profit to reinvest in the local area.
The skills and bonds made through developing these projects are
helping to strengthen and rebuild communities throughout the
country.”
Anyone interested in learning more can contact Jamie on
07768864118, at jamie.adam@communityenergyscotland.org.uk or
at www.communityenergyscotland.org.uk

Bringing renewables to your local community

First Thing on Friday morning the 3rd
July  at the start of my shift as a
Ranger  I parked up the Landrover in
Aberfoyle Car Park  and was
approached by Mr David Wilkie, a
member of the public who had been
walking his dog along the riverside
footpath and saw what looked like
the dead body of a man trussed up in
the middle of the Aberfoyle  Wool
Centre Car Park. David asked me if I
would go round and have a wee look.
Mr Joe Olliver a retired Gamekeeper
& old friend offered to accompany
me.  Sure enough, first sight at a
distance the object certainly looked
like a dead man trussed up lying in a
puddle in the middle of the  Wool
Centre Car Park. Thankfully on
closer inspection it turned out to be a
mannequin called Joseph belonging
to the  Wool Centre. We moved
Joseph out of the car park puddle
and made him comfortable by
perching him up against  the wee
paddock gatepost. Jimmy Campbell

Joseph is a dummy!
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Were you listening to BBC Radio Scotland’s
Morning Extra on July 20th? If so, you will
have heard the Kinlochard Highland Games
described as “Scotland at its best…..a
wonderful day out…..tremendous family
atmosphere…..beautiful setting” with
comments too on the large numbers
enjoying the “fantastic afternoon” with
Scottish, English, American, and Dutch (to
name but a few) voices to be heard. All this
was music to our ears as it very much
echoed what we aim to achieve.
This year, breaking with tradition, the games
were opened by a politician (of undisclosed
allegiance). With great charm Brenda
MacFiddle opened the games wearing a chic
pale-coloured raincoat and carrying a rather
unfashionably LARGE handbag which, she
explained, was required for carrying her
expense accounts. Thank you, Brenda.
The Games’ Scottish flavour came with pipes
and drums, Highland dances, caber tossing,
shot putting and hammer throwing. There

was traditional fun with coconuts, sack races,
tugs-of-war and the duck race. Children
enjoyed their own races, events, roundabout,
ceramic painting and ices. The loch was the
venue for a flotilla of steam boats, Nessy
again and, new this year, water events
organised by Go Country. Thank you to them.
As in past years, many came in the courtesy
bus supplied by Aberfoyle Motors. Thank
you, John. As ever, queues attended the
cakes and teas and the bar and burgers.
Despite considerably increased supplies of
the Aberfoyle-made burgers (thank you,
Trevor) the customers kept coming. For
punters there was a raffle and tombola, the
Fire Brigade was on show, the auction was
entertaining, local talent had their own stalls
and there were attractions as diverse as
horse and trap rides and beauty treatments;
all topped off by the ever popular evening
ceilidh with the local Kinlochard Band.
The games couldn’t happen and success
wouldn’t come without the huge support of a

tremendous number of people – their time,
effort, goodwill and generosity is vital and
hugely valued.
While it’s impossible to mention all, thanks
are especially due for the generous
sponsorship of Forest Hills and Mr & Mrs
Gerry Fleming, to the local and not-so-local
businesses and residents who so kindly
gave prizes, to those who cooked and baked,
parked cars, erected tents, manned stalls –
and, finally, to all those who helped with the
planning, preparation and aftermath of the
occasion in every way.
Also, of course, thanks go to all who came
from far and near to support the event.
DESPITE poorer weather than in previous
years and DESPITE poorer economic times,
we made an amazing £5,500 which is 22%
up on last year: a fantastic boost to the
Kinlochard Village Hall Fund and a total that
would give even Brenda MacFiddle’s
expenses a run for their money!

Kinlochard Highland Games

Photographs courtesy of Bill McLean
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Firstly to cover Roads before moving onto
the main topic of the month (toilets!).  Road
improvements have continued around
Aberfoyle during July with closures near
Ruskie, but we are unaware of anything
happening in August.  We understand that
in September the Council, which has
increased its budget allocation to the B829,
will start either resurfacing at Inversnaid
and/or drainage works from Milton Corn
Mill to Corrienessan, where traffic light
delays can be expected for 3 weeks.
Notices with more detail will be posted up
as usual once received from the Council.
Our ‘Community Pride’ planters have been
a great success despite a worrying start
during the long dry spell.  More details
about this scheme and our plans for
continuing it will be in the next issue.
Thanks to all who have helped Geraint,
John and myself with these planters or
who have joined in with their own displays,
and also to Stirling Council for supplying
funding and materials.
And now more about the Public Toilets:
Those who have read or seen the French
satire Clochemerle will have realised the
potential for issues with public toilets to
descend into farce.  Sadly Aberfoyle is no
exception - despite the interventions of our
very own Monsieur le Maire Provost
Fergus Wood and other councillors, both
exasperation and a degree of (polite) toilet
humour have developed as the weeks and
months go by.
The situation, which inconveniences both
tourists and residents alike, is just the
same as when it first came to our attention
in early June.  We have lobbied councillors
and Council staff whenever possible – by
e-mail, at meetings, in shops, at official
openings, on a boat and even in a tent!
But progress seems to have stalled – let’s
hope we see some movement soon or we
may even have enough material to write
our own book!
As was reported in the Observer, Stirling
Council took over the ‘loo role’ after Visit
Scotland decided organising toilets was no
longer a ‘core activity’.  Surprising, isn’t it?
All around the world tourists usually expect
toilets to be available at visitor centres -

but that is not seen as a priority here in
Scotland.
The Council had been picking up the bill
from Visit Scotland for opening and
cleaning the toilets ever since the
commodious new facility was built with
grant funding 10 years ago.  Local ladies
won ‘Loo of the Year’ awards for keeping
them clean, fresh and available for up to
12 hours a day in summer.
The new system, which came into effect
just in time for the main tourist season,
was designed by closeted Council officials
during a 3 month notice period from Visit
Scotland and is much less user- and
environmentally-friendly.  Instead of a local
person opening, closing and cleaning the
toilets, a ‘mobile attendant’ spends time
driving around by car between several
villages.  So facilities are only open up to
50% of the previous hours, from around
10am until 3 to 4pm, and less time is
actually spent cleaning them.  We’ve
asked for costings from Stirling Council
since we are not privy to the details of how
this new system is supposed to be better
and cheaper than the previous local
arrangements.
All of this is not good news for Aberfoyle
and its surrounding areas, which people
might bypass in lieu of a more welcoming
location.  It’s essential that our public
toilets are available for visitors who need
to spend a penny, and who hopefully then
go on to spend
several pounds more
when in Aberfoyle.
Recently a local
resident even took
pity on (and kindly
opened his home to)
the more desperate
members of a coach
party arriving in the
village at the
indecently late time
of just after 5pm,
when the official view
is obviously that they
should have made a
comfort stop outside
our area.  We

wonder
whether that
coach driver
will head
elsewhere next
time and not
bother stopping in Aberfoyle again.
The Community Council was asked to help
keep the toilets open for longer - not
exactly in our job description but we
always try to help.  So as a temporary
measure since it was tourist season we
found a willing local keyholder as
requested – but now nearly 2 weeks later
and into August there is still no progress….
C’est la vie as the French say, or maybe
mañana would be more appropriate!
Finally, the names of your Community
Councillors are shown below – please do
get in touch with them on any relevant
matter where you would like our help.

  Fiona
PS  It’s the summer ‘silly season’ so a
prize is on offer - spot the ‘toilet-related’
double entendres hidden in the article
above.  Just list the words and drop this off
in Aberfoyle PO or by e-mail before the
end of August.

Strathard Community Council meets on the 1st Thursday
of the month, alternating between Aberfoyle Memorial Hall,
Kinlochard Village Hall and Inversnaid Primary School.
The next meeting will be held in Inversnaid on Thursday 3rd
September at 7.30pm and then in Aberfoyle on 1st October.
Half an hour prior to the meetings a local District Councillor
(Tony Ffinch, Paul Owens or Fergus Wood) will hold a
surgery for residents who wish to raise issues and concerns.

Ward 1 Aberfoyle
John Clow
Ros Dingwall
Jimmy Quinn
Geraint Short

Ward 2 Kinlochard
Maureen Campbell
Mike Campbell
Fiona McEwan
Sue Russell

Ward 3 Inversnaid
Andre Goulancourt
Scott Provan
Ralph Wolfe

Community Councillors

Contact details: Tel 01877 387200
Email cc@strathard.org.uk

www.strathard.org.uk

COMMUNITY COUNCIL REPORT
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When Patrick Carranza (aged 10) went for dinner
with his parents last weekend at the Bluebell Café
in Aberfoyle he never thought he would leave with
a business contract.
Living in Aberfoyle, Patrick is a regular visitor to
the David Marshall Lodge.  Like most 10 year olds,
taking regular walks in the forest with his parents
is not his favourite pastime, but the promise of an
ice-cream from the Bluebell Café at the David
Marshall Lodge (if he behaves himself and is not
too miserable) is usually enough to get him up
there without too many complaints!
Last weekend Patrick was told he had to dress a
bit more smartly as they weren’t going for their
usual walk through the Forest to get to the David
Marshall Lodge, but this time they were taking the
short cut from the village as they were going to
have dinner at the Bluebell Café.    Things didn’t
look good for Patrick who would rather have been
playing with his friends rather than being forced
to go out for dinner!
It was the Bluebell Café’s first opening night
(usually they close at 6pm) and people were
arriving and Patrick was the only kid in the café
and was already bored.  Usually he would be
allowed to play outside on the giant slide and
assault course but, as he was in his good clothes,
his Mum had said “no”.  Noticing a miserable
customer, Nikki the owner started chatting to
Patrick.  She asked him why he was looking so
miserable to which Patrick replied, “Well you
could just give us kids something to do, because
it really is quite boring just sitting around listening

to my Mum and Dad talking.”
Patrick then went on to suggest that they could at
least provide pictures to colour in like other places
do and to make it even more interesting “why
didn’t they have a competition for the best ones”.
This got Nikki thinking, maybe Patrick had come
up with a good idea.   “I’ll tell you what Patrick,
why don’t you design me some pictures and if
they’re good enough I’ll use them in the Café.”  In
true entrepreneurial style Patrick responded with,

“Will you pay me?” to which Nikki said, “If they’re
good enough.”  “I have an idea to make it all the
forest animals that live around here,” said Patrick.
That night when Patrick got home he immediately
started researching and looking for images of
forest animals.  Eventually he chose seven
animals: a Robin, an Osprey, a Fox, a Frog, an
Owl, a Deer and a Squirrel.  He then laid out a
colouring sheet with instructions.  He even
thought about what would make a good prize
choosing vouchers that kids could use to get
treats such as ice cream, milk shakes and other
goodies from the Bluebell Café.  Next he needed
to show his work and negotiate a deal.
Two days later, Nikki had an email from Patrick
with all the colouring-in designs.  A short phone
call later Patrick had negotiated a deal – FREE
ice cream for him and his best friend Ian for life.
Bearing in mind that Patrick lives locally and is
only 10 years old this sounds like a great deal for
him!
Asked about Patrick’s negotiation skills and the
deal struck, Nikki said, “Patrick negotiated hard,

and thanks to Patrick the Blue Bell Café now has
its own colouring in sheets showing animals of
the forest.  Patrick has also identified two areas in
the café where we should display these and he is
also going to help us choose the best ones each
month.”
Patrick’s handiwork can now be seen at the
Bluebell Café at the David Marshall Lodge in
Aberfoyle.
They are open 7 days a week till 6pm and are now
also open on a Friday and Saturday evening.
Is Patrick Scotland’s youngest entrepreneur?  Let
us know if you have a story about any budding
entrepreneurs.

What has happened to the
good old days when you knew
what to order when buying
food without concern for its

pronunciation?  What was
wrong in asking for food in a

local accent and those
behind the counter knew
exactly what you meant?
And why, now, have we all
been forced, through the
silent disapproval of others,
to speak ‘proper’ when
purchasing an item of food?

And we have, we have gone
all ‘continental’.
Just take a look around the shops:  we used
to eat chocolate bars called Nestles,
pronounced ‘nessuls’.  Now we have to say
Nestles with an ‘acute’ above the second ‘e’,
pronounced ‘nessley’.  How cute is that?

Also, we always had a nugget bar when I
was a boy, now its Nougat, pronounced
‘nooga’.  Personally, I blame the television
and the adverts.  You just have to look at the
actors/models in these adverts to realise
they have never had a nugget bar in their
lives!
And didn’t we all enjoy the Swiss Roll?  Ah,
but not anymore.  It was one of Switzerland’s
great exports after the knife but well before
the cuckoo clock and where is it now?  Why,
it’s nowhere to be seen.  Even in the most
upmarket of shops its equivalent is the
Sponge Roll or the Chocolate/Lemon
Roulade.  The language seems now to be
French Swiss – or just French.  Be warned,
we may have given the world the English
language but the French are taking over our
food!
But there is some good news, some light at
the end of the tunnel.  At least, here in

Scotland, we have our very own sausages –
and no one can take that away from us!  It
was always round or square sausages, or
links (bangers in England), but the
round/square variety was ours.  Not any
more, alas.  Now we have to call them Lorne
sausages.  It probably was always so called
but you never dreamt of going into a
butcher’s shop in the Gallowgate and asking
for a roll and Lorne sausage: “Hey, pal, are
you taking the mickey?  We only do round or
square.  What’s it to be?”  Ah, happy days!
Although I’m all for Lorne, it is sad to see the
passing of such names, albeit slang terms
perhaps.  Even the links (no, not St
Andrews) can be got as beef, pork or
venison and multi flavoured with herbs.  It
really is too much!  It’s making me hungry.
I’m off for a piece and guacamole.  You can’t
beat home grown produce!

POINTS TO PONDER - Our Food’s Gone Poncy!

Budding Entrepreneur in the Loch Lomond & Trossachs National Park
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Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005
Stirling Licensing Board is
gearing up for the biggest
change to the liquor licensing
system in Scotland for over a
quarter of a century with
changes that are being
introduced by the Licensing
(Scotland) Act 2005, with the
new licenses coming into effect
on September 1, 2009.
There will no longer be any
pubs, hotel licences or
restaurant licences, Instead all
premises will have the same
sort of licences, which will be
called a premises licence.  This
will have to include details of
activities, trading hours and a
layout plan of the premises.
Stephanie Gibson, Stirling
Council’s licensing team-leader,
explained: “There has been an
18-month transition period,
which began in February 2008,
before the new licences come
into effect.  All licensed
premises must have in a
designated premises manager
by Tuesday 1 September 2009,
who must be a personal licence
holder.  This means that if there
is no designated premises
manager who is a personal
licence holder by September 1.
2009, licenced premises will
not be able to trade (paragraph

4(1)(a) of schedule 3 to the Act).
If there is no designated
premises manager by
December 1, 2009, the
premises licence is
automatically revoked.”
The new legislation will
encompass all premises that
sell Alcohol, one of which is
Drymen based Ealain Gallery,
who specialise in whisky and
Scottish beer.  Cameron
McCann, Director and licensee
for Ealain Gallery, said: “We
opened in November 2008 and
obtained our licence in January
2009 then two days later we
had to apply for the new licence.
The new system will not affect
the running of our business
greatly as we have started off
so close to September.  The
new legislation has its place
however as can be said for
many things one size does not
fit all, but with help and advise
from the licensing section, all
issues can be overcome if the
licensee wishes.”
Stirling, so far has had 436
premises licence's granted,
which is an 85% conversion
rate, and received 426
personal licence applications.
Stephanie added: “The named
premises manager will be

responsible
for the day
to day
running of
the
premises,
responsible for the training and
supervising of the staff, and
ensuring the premises is run in
accordance with the
requirements of the licence.
The Act requires a named
premises manager for each
premises since this carries a
greater responsibility, as the
sale and supply of alcohol can
have a wide impact on the
wider community and on crime
and anti-social behaviour.  It is
therefore important to have one
responsible person who will be
required to be knowledgeable
of the law and experienced in
the supervision and training of
staff and suitably qualified.
Ultimately the Licensing Board
will hold the designated
premises manager responsible.”
For more information contact
Susan Fraser Licensing
Standards Officer, or see:
www.stirling.gov.uk/licensing
www.infoscotland.com/licensin
gact/
www.opsi.gov.uk/legislation/sc
otland/acts2005

That’s the plea from Brian
Byrne, The Electoral
Registration Officer for
Clackmannanshire, Stirling &
Falkirk Council areas.
The annual Electoral
Registration Form will be
posted to every address in
his area (over 130,000
properties) from 7th
September.
The form will list the current
electors registered to vote at
the address, and after
reading the notes, if there are
no changes needed electors
can opt to register “no
change” by e.mail, telephone,
text or by posting the form in
the reply paid envelope.
Each elector is given the
opportunity on the form to
withhold their name from the
Edited Register of Electors
(which can be sold to
anyone) and to request a
form to vote by post at future
elections.
When changes in the resident
electors or their details at an
address are needed then the
form should be clearly
amended to show the
changes needed then signed
and returned by post, fax or
scanned e.mail attachment
as soon as possible.
With the certainty of a
Parliamentary Election
before June 2010 it’s
important that all eligible
electors are registered in
time to vote. Should the
election be called at the
minimum notice required (17
working days) electors would
have less than a week to
register or to apply for a
postal vote)
.More information on
registering to vote is
available from
Electoral Registration Officer,
Hillside House, Laurelhill,
Stirling FK7 9JQ
Tel 01786-892289
Fax 01786-892255
www.saa.gov.uk/central or
www.aboutmyvote.co.uk
Local community groups can
request that a member of the
Registration staff come to a
meeting to provide more
information.
Contact
ero@centralscotland-
vjb.gov.uk

Answer your
Registration
forms promptly!

Could you Sponsor a colour edition of Strathard News?
To print in colour we have to raise an extra £150 per issue.  If you would like to
sponsor an issue you will receive a full page advert, editorial and acknowledgement
of your sponsorship throughout.   If interested contact Marion 386 222 or Margaret 386
258, or any one of the committee.  (see contact details)

Attention all Businesses!
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Apprentice Joiner, Paul McMorrow,
aged 19, who lives in Port of Mentieth,
commenced his apprenticeship with a
Glasgow company in August 2008. He
had taken on a number of jobs for a
year after leaving school while
awaiting the opportunity to pursue his
chosen career of joiner. Unfortunately
due to the ‘Credit Crunch’ the
company ceased trading and Paul was
made redundant just before Christmas
having completed half of his first year.
To his credit, and with the support and
encouragement of his family, Paul
continued to travel from his home to
Forth Valley College’s Clackmannan
Campus taking two buses each way.
His commitment ensured that he
finished the work required in his first
year. This was made possible by
Construction Skills Scotland who had
already paid for his first year’s tuition.
While attending college Paul has
continued to send his CV to various
employers and called in to many
building sites on the off chance that he
may be offered the opportunity to
continue with his apprenticeship.
However to date he has not managed
to secure further employment.
The Community Partnership, a
registered charity supported by the
Loch Lomond and The Trossachs
National Park, heard of Paul’s
situation. He is one of up to 1000
apprentices who have been made
redundant in Scotland in the past
twelve months. The Apprentice Project
was set up by the Community
Partnership to encourage small
businesses within the National Park
communities to offer training places to

local young people. The Partnership
Directors were very impressed with
Paul’s dedication and continued
efforts to secure employment, and
offered to assist him by making a
contribution to his travel expenses
from January until May while he
completed his college work. Paul
recently visited the National Park HQ
in Balloch and was presented with a
cheque by the project support team.
Paul expressed his thanks to the
Partnership for their kind gesture. He
said: “At first when I was told that I was
losing my job, I was devastated as
joinery is all I wanted to do since
leaving school. However I soon
learned that I was not the only one to
be experiencing difficulties due to the
current situation and decided that I
should continue my course and keep
looking for work in the meantime.
Although I have not been successful
so far, I remain optimistic that I will
persuade another employer to offer
me the chance to complete my
apprenticeship.”
The Scottish Government has recently
announced additional support to
companies who will employ a
redundant apprentice. To companies
who meet the criteria, there is a one off
payment of £2000. Hopefully this will
encourage companies to re-employ
these young people.
If any employer out there has a place
in his company for Paul, a very
dedicated and hard working
apprentice joiner, please contact the
project at anne.mason@lochlomond-
trossachs.org or telephone 01389
722639.

left to right are: Ron Dalton, Director, Community Partnership; Paul McMorrow apprentice Joiner
from Port of Mentieth; Anne Nelson, Community Partnership; Ian Hunter, Construction Skills Scotland.

BuchlyvieBuchlyvie WildlifeWildlife GardenGarden
In June 2007 Buchlyvie Primary School
received £10,000 Breathing Place Lottery
Funding to create a wildlife garden in the area
behind the school and medical centre.  The aim
was to create a better habitat for wildlife, but
also an area that could be enjoyed by the
community and an educational resource for the
school.
The Big Dig, November 2007, was our first
event when all forty children in the school
planted their own rowan tree to create an
avenue along the path linking the village hall
and the medical centre.  Since then a great deal
of work has been done.
The Pond
In spring 2008 the pond was dug out by BTCV
(British Trust for Conservation Volunteers) and
planted last summer.  This is the first year of the
pond.  It already has frogs, tadpoles, pond
skaters, whirly gig beetles, water boatmen,
newts, snails and dragonflies.  The plants are
slowly establishing themselves.
The Broch Medicinal Herb Garden and Out-
door Waiting Room
In June 2008, through the support and
enthusiasm of local master dyker Irwin
Campbell, twenty-six dykers from the Scottish
Branches of the Dry Stone Walling Association,
built a beautiful medicinal herb garden and
outdoor waiting room.  The garden was
designed by Jessica Langford and is inspired by
the original structure of Buclyvie Broch, now just
a mound outside the village.  The double walls
are planted with thirty medicinal herbs.
Herbalist Virginia Irvine Fortescue, MNIMH,
advised and selected the herbs. Ginny has her
practice in Buchlyvie and gave two very
entertaining talks to the children about herbs

and their uses.  The
cobble stone maze was
laid by Bob Wilson and
the central sunstone was
carved by sculptor
Kenny Munro.
The Willow Dome
In March 2009, after a
one day willow course,
three parents from the
school, Tara, Shona and
Jessica spent three days
building a willow dome in
the playground.
Bat Boxes
Jenny Wilson, an
ecologist who lives in
Buchlyvie and works on
bat conservation came to
the school and spoke to all the children about
bats.  P5, 6 and 7 made nine bat boxes which
are up in the trees near the village hall.
Achievements
Since November 2007 a great deal has been
achieved. An additional £15,000 has been
raised.  A new section of path has been
constructed and steps repaired. We have
planted a small native woodland, an orchard of
apple, plum and cherry trees, thousands of
spring bulbs and over a kilometre of hedging.
Ecologists and conservationists have visited the
school to talk to the children about butterflies,
bats, bumble bees, build bat and bird boxes, an
insect hibernation house and collect wildflower
seeds.  At the end of April half an acre of wild
flower meadow was sown with native Scottish
seed.

The development of the garden has only been
possible through the support of the school, the
teachers, children, parents and the local
community.  Buchlyvie has a rich resource of
individuals who know a great deal about
creating wildlife habitats and much of the
success of this project is due to their knowledge,
enthusiasm and hard work.
Please visit Buchlyvie Wildlife Garden. The
garden is just behind Buchlyvie School and
Medical Centre.  It’s free, always open, has
parking, wheel chair access and a children’s
playground.   For more information on Buchlyvie
Wildlife Garden please contact:
Jean McGuigan, Buchlyvie Primary School:
01360 850 311
Jessica Langford, Wildlife Garden Co-ordinator:
01360 850 118

Apprentice needs jobApprentice needs job
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Do you need an  MOT?  SERVICE? TYRES?
We will now carry out a FREE pre-MOT check

Please give us a call!

Janefield, Ruskie, Stirlingshire FK8 3LG
Tel: 01786 850500  Mob: 07977 133503  Fax: 01786 850555

Email: directvehicleopt@aol.com  www.directvehicleoptions.co.uk
We are Open: Mon-Sat 8:00-20:00 Sun by Appointment

VEHICLES FOR SALE

Volkswagen Touareg 2.5 TDi SE Manual (05/55) Bright
Blue with Beige Leather, Sat Nav, Cruise Control,
Heated Seats, 6 Disc CD, 53,000 Miles, FSH £14,750

Volvo s40 1.9D 115 BHP (W Reg) FSH, 103,000 Miles £2,550

Fiat Scudo 120 LWB (08/08) In silver, Twin glazed
sliding doors, partitioned rear

£9,750 + VAT

Vauxhall Corsa 1.2 Life 5dr (03/53) 46,000 Miles,
Electric Windows, CD, ABS

£3,450

Renault Grande Espace 150 DCi (07/57) 18,000 Miles,
FSH, Silver, 1/2 Leather, Climate, Panaramic Roof

£13,995

BMW 330 i  Sport Auto Tip (04/04) 54,000 Miles, FSH,
Silver, Leather, Electric Seats, Cruise Control

£7,750

Vauxhall Vectra 120 CDTi Design Estate (05/54)
78,000 Miles, Sat Nav, Half Leather

£4,750

Vauxhall Corsa 1.3 CDTi Van (06/06) 31,000 Miles in
White

£3,500 + VAT

Images for illustration purposes only.
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FAYRE ENOUGH...?
It was all hands to the pump as The
Lodge introduced its first annual Summer
Fayre event, towards the  end of July.
Despite the continuous bleak skies which
always threatened, but never delivered, a
healthy number of visitors turned up to
enjoy the variety of activities. Susan and
Anne held court in the function room,
offering opportunities for kids to build a
bug house or create a squirrel out of
wooden ‘jigsaw’ pieces. In the foyer, a
dear old friend of The Lodge, David
Brough, ably assisted by his wife Sue,
was giving wood carving demonstrations
and running a raffle for charity. Anne had
also dreamed up a mini-beast quiz for
children, incorporating the Waterfall Trail,

designed to enhance their observational
skills (and give them exercise) when in
the forest. The event was also
supplemented by Sid Glendinninig and
Ian Wright from the Scottish Green Wood
Workers, who provided some very
interesting interactive traditional wood
turning demonstrations over the two days
on one of the banks of grass adjacent to
the duck pond. (Sid and Ian are available
for events and can be contacted at
www.scottishgreenwoodworkers.co.uk).
Due to the highly encouraging feedback
from the visitors, we are already planning
to extend and promote the Summer Fayre
as a major happening from next year.

A View from the Lodge!
Contributions welcome. Contact David Wilkie on 01877 382258 or email david.wilkie@forestry.gsi.gov.uk

GREEN FOR GO!
Courtesy of John McKinlay

On Thursday 9th July, Environment Minister Roseanna Cunningham formally
opened a sustainable wood-fuelled and carbon-lean extension to The David
Marshall Lodge. The building, which the Go Ape franchise staff will co-habit,
has been sympathetically designed using larch wood and local slate, and is a
clear example of the green initiatives currently being undertaken by Forestry
Commission Scotland. The construction, christened 'Taigh Coille' (The Wood
House), houses a biomass heating system which will supply energy for the
whole of the visitor centre. At the same time contributing to a reduction of CO2
emissions and supporting and promoting the timber and wood fuel sectors.
Also in attendance at the opening, on a fine summer morning, was a
delegation of senior officials from China's State Forestry Administration,
invited for an informal visit as part of a fact finding tour of Britain, and they
certainly entered into the spirit of the occasion. Mr. Sun Zhagen, Vice
Administrator, is pictured with Roseanna Cunningham on the day.

Our Summer Nature Club, held over four Saturdays in July, proved even
more popular than the first one held last year. Sadly, this meant the
clamour for the limited spaces led to disappointment for a great many
people who enquired about the event. Our forest ranger, Susan Nash,
who organised the conception of the club and was this year supported by
Andrea Williams, our RSPB information and education officer, made the
interesting comment that we had acquired a ' loyal band of supporters '.
In essence, this meant we had one or two individuals who ' signed up '
for the second season running. Could it be that one of these budding
junior rangers will one day take over from Susan ?  If the level of
enthusiasm shown throughout this event is anything to go by, I wouldn't
rule anything out !

Forestry Commission Scotland are proud to welcome the first
National Contemporary Art Exhibition to be held at The David
Marshall Lodge visitor centre. Open to the public from the
beginning of August until the 19th of September, this is a truly
unique opportunity to enjoy some outstanding and thought-pro-
voking exhibits by a select number of artists in a stunning
natural setting, which are deliberately designed to interact and
merge with the surroundings and locations. Through the unusu-
al nature of this particular event, the staff would welcome any
feedback from our visitors in order that we can assess the
viability of organising further exhibits in the future. One way of
doing this is to fill in the evaluation form which is available in the
foyer and the Forest Crafts Shop.

A CALL TO NATURE INTERVENTIONS
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One issue on, and there appears little doubt
That the charlatans in our lives are still prowling
about
Sir Fred was recently seen to agree
Reductions of title and his pension fee
Amazingly, his sanctimonious body language on TV
Seemed to suggest he expected a degree of sympathy!
Next, our esteemed leader, Mr. Brown, stepped up to the plate
With spurious rhetoric regarding our soldiers’ fate
Midst a hopeless pursuit of ‘liberating' foreign lands
Conflicts which none of us truly understands
It is nonetheless important to dismiss glorified reports in the press
When considering who exactly is to blame for this, or any other mess
As the media have an unerring trait
Of dangling people like a piece of bait
I can think of no more finer simile to apply
Than Mr. Jackson hovering his child over a balcony for the public eye
Hmm...this 'thing' about Michael...
Of course, the whole world was in awe of his music..
In this respect, I am not ashamed to have myself included
But I am also not prepared to be deluded
By the mass hysteria surrounding his demise
As people focussed almost solely on his early 'meteoric' rise
Rather than his latter day abject fall
Wherein his numerous indiscretions were plain to one and all
On this, I have but one, slightly disturbing, question to ask
What were his family thinking wheeling him out in a $25,000 gold-plated cask?
Whilst singing to the high heavens about 'healing the world'...?
In life we are used to seeing many forms of greed
But perhaps this would have been better spent on those in need
The ghoul freaks will of course continue to prey on his memory
Seeking scraps of scandal, intrigue or debauchery
Still, Jackson, like Goodwin and Brown, meandered somewhere between truths and lies
Perhaps seeking the focus of the less worldly-wise?
Believe them or believe them not -
Simple choices.
I've made mine already.

Soon, we will le
ave behind 

the dreaded

midge seaso
n and look 

forward to 
the

glorious Au
tumn colour

s in the fo
rest.

There are a
 couple of e

vents comin
g up

before we get down to the serious

business of
 Halloween 

and Christm
as.

BAT WATCH

Sat 6 Septem
ber & Sat 13

 September. 
7.30

pm till late
.

Find out more about this most

misundersto
od of creatures 

in the

forest with
 a talk and

 a guided w
alk

in the comp
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rest ranger
.

Sensible footwear and wet weather
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Children un
der

14 go free.

NUTS ABOUT 
SQUIRRELS
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tober. 11.0

0am - 4.00p
m
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starting at
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ed.

Please contact The David Marshall

Lodge for f
urther deta

ils on 0187
7 382

258, 10.00 
a.m. - 6.0

0 p.m., se
ven

days.

DML Notice Board

This was a lucky one. A rare image of some pixies

and faeries from the forest captured in daylight.
Local hero Arthur Jones, of 'Trossachs Treks' fame,delights a visiting Dutch group with a skirl of the pipes

Toto, and the entertaining Davie McCall, are picturedwith the hardworking E.T.F. squad on completion ofthe new disabled picnic bench

During the monthof July, the staff 'adopted'
a wayward pigeon who had
taken up residence at the
Lodge entrance area.
Stuart, from Chill Out,
has now found it a good home!
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You may have read recently in the national
newspapers of the death of Denise Hendry.
Denise was the wife of Colin Hendry a
former Scotland soccer captain. The couple
had four children, and after the birth of the
youngest, Mrs Hendry decided that
motherhood coupled with advancing years
had produced too many sags and bulges in her
figure. Thus in 2002 she entered a private hospital for
what is known as a liposuction operation. The
operation sadly went awry: her main organs were
perforated and her heart stopped for a time. She was
revived, but other complications set in. The last years
of her life were spent fighting constant illness. She
was just forty three at the time of her death.
Hindsight is a wonderful thing, and some might
criticise Mrs Hendry’s vanity. It is, though, human
nature to worry about our bodies. Once in my early
twenties, my barber artlessly commented as he cut my
hair that he thought I would be bald by the age of thirty:
a stab in the back with a carving knife would have
been less painful to me at that moment.  Alas it is a
fact of life that as the years advance, the physical body
loses perfection. We do our best to arrest the process,
with myriad potions and cures, but time will win.
There is of course another cure for ageing which is to
put the body into its true context.
Have you ever thought that the primary purpose of any
body is to contain our inner being? Our inner being
consists of our hearts, souls and minds. These are of
vastly more importance than the body.  Unlike the
body, these might still be pleasing and useful to others
even if the body to which they belong has deteriorated.
If this fact can be accepted, then life itself will be easier
to live. Knowing that in God’s plan our bodies
deteriorate, we will accept that they are only a
temporary means by which we survive.

St Mary’s Episcopal ChurchAberfoyle and Port of
Menteith Parish Church
From the Manse …
Have you had your holidays yet?
They say travel broadens the mind.   It depends
how you travel, I suppose.  Once in Rome I heard
some Americans complaining about the fact that
Italian goods were priced in Lira, not dollars.   We
should not feel smug.  Just think of all those fish ‘n’
chip and bacon and egg breakfast bars that we have
exported to foreign resorts.  It takes quite a lot of work these
days to find local cuisine.  When I am abroad I want to feel I
am abroad, not in some pastiche backstreet of Blighty.  I
want to sniff bougainvillea, not bacon butties.

“To travel hopefully is a better thing than to arrive”, wrote
Robert Louis Stevenson.  Well, he had clearly not travelled
by air. We have to travel very hopefully indeed these days.
You save all year for your holiday in the sun and unless you
are very lucky can find yourself spending half of it in an
airport lounge with fractious children costing you a fortune as
you wait for a plane to Malaga and hope your luggage is not
in Mumbai.  Which brings me to the rest of Stevenson’s
famous quotation: “and the true success is to labour”.  Indeed.
Whether you are at home in Scotland or holidaying abroad,
you might like this Jewish parable:
There was once a man who became obsessed with a
passion for truth.  He left home and travelled many lands and
went though great hardships in his quest.
One day he realized he was 75 years old and had still not
found the truth he had been seeking.  He decided, with some
sadness, to go home.
He opened the door of his house - and there found that Truth
had been waiting patiently for him all those years.
Did the journeying help him to find truth?
No, but it prepared him to recognize it.
Enjoy the summer,
Linda

Fundraising

Seasonal Serenade
Saturday, 19th September at 7.30pm

in the Church of Scotland, Lochard Road, Aberfoyle

Music by Bach, Handel, Vivaldi, Albinoni & others
featuring performers from

Scotland’s leading orchestras
Proceeds to go towards the 2010 visit to Italy

by McLaren High School orchestra
Complimentary glass of wine

or soft drink to be served at the interval
Tickets:  £10 Adult; £7 Concessions; £5 Children
available in advance at Aberfoyle Post Office and

Gartmore Community Shop, or at the door on the night

For further information contact
Gail or John Digney  01877 382636

CONCERT
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Peter and Morag are
holding their annual
Open Café in aid of
Strathcarron Hospice at 4
Renagour, Aberfoyle on
Saturday 19th
September, 2009 It starts
at 10am with tea, coffee
and home baking; 12
noon with soup and
sandwiches until the
soup runs out. There will
be a sales table Hospice
Christmas cards and
raffle.
Everyone welcomed.

Open Café

The Annual Guild Sale will be
held on Saturday 22nd
August at 2.00pm in Church
House. There will be all the
usual stalls including bric-a-
brac, baking, produce,
rainbow, books and toys,
bottle and, of course, teas
with home baking. Entry is
£1.50 (50p) including tea.
The hall will be open on
Friday evening from 7-9pm
and again on Saturday
morning from 10-12noon.
Please come along and give
The Guild your support.
The opening meeting of The
Guild will be held on Monday
21st September at 2pm in
Church House when Paul
Owens will be the speaker. A
warm invitation is extended
to all interested to come
along and enjoy an afternoon
of fellowship and friendship.

The Guild

On the 15th of March 2009 Innes Manders and
Nathan Bancroft did a sponsored dribble at
Kinlochard park for 6 km. They raised a
remarkable £346 on their dribble. It was an
amazing turn out.
We just want to say a big thanks to Leah
Bancroft for making us a chocolate cake,
Catriona and Finn Manders for the flap jacks and
everybody else that helped us on the day to help
us achieve our goal. The money was raised for
the British Heart Foundation and our Village Hall
and thanks to everybody who sponsored us. We
hope to do more sponsored things in the future.

Innes and Nathan.

Sponsored Dribble

The Loch Ard Local History
Group begins this season’s
programme with a talk by the
first Scottish woman to climb
The Seven Summits.
Between 1997 and 2004
Balquhidder resident Vicky Jack
scaled the highest peaks on all
seven continents. She will share
her memories of this truly
amazing achievement with us on
Monday 7th September at
7.30pm in Kinlochard Village Hall.
Annual Subscription £10  Single
meetings £2.50

Loch Ard Local
History Group

The Youth Group Disco took place on the
last day of summer term and was hailed as
a great success by all.  Our young people
were dressed to impress and most
definitely had their dancing shoes on!  A
big thank-you goes to the D.J Alex Casteel
from Drymen who was impressed with the
enthusiasm and dancing skills of the
Aberfoyle kids.  There were plenty of
synchronised dance moves on show - it
was like being in a scene from High School
Musical at times!  Marie and Lynne would
like to thank all those who attended for their
excellent behaviour.  We hope to make the
disco a regular occurrence in the future.
The Youth Club AGM will be taking place
shortly so please keep an eye on the notice
board for details.  As always we welcome
new committee members!
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If you visited the reserve at the start of July
then you will have noticed a lot of activity as
we played host to a group of British Army
Cadets from Aberdeen University Officers
Training Corps who came to the reserve to
finish and install a couple of bridges as a
team building event.  Once the logistics of
getting two, almost complete, bridges down
the road from Aberfoyle
(the articulated lorry
only took an hour to
travel the 15 miles as
thankfully there were no
coaches using the road that
morning), everything went very
smoothly and both bridges were
installed within a week.  The bridges
cross the Snaid burn and now
provide us with year round access to
the north and western parts of the
reserve, allowing us to carry out
reserve work which was not previously
possible.
A recent check of the nest boxes in the
semi-ancient woodland, alongside Loch
Lomond, has shown that there is a good

occupancy rate: 11 pied flycatcher nests
and 15 ‘tit’ nests (great and blue).  A small
number of the female pied flycatchers were
found to be ringed (checked by a licensed
BTO ringer) and we are currently waiting for
the details of these ‘control’ (re-trapped)
birds; this information allows us to know
where the females were hatched and ringed

and when.  In the next edition we
will hopefully be able to let

you know about this
and also the
productivity
details from the
nest boxes but we
are hopeful for a
good year.
Back up at the
Garrison, only one

of the oystercatchers’ two eggs
hatched; the youngster was quickly

running around with mum and dad and
appeared perfectly healthy.  The swallows
nesting inside the workshop, also hatched
young and there are currently several
youngsters calling and moving about the

rafters waiting for their
parents to return with food.
Other wildlife highlights
on the reserve include
slow worm, common
lizard, purple hairstreak
butterfly (one of the
hardest species on the reserve to see), and
frequent sightings of the resident ravens
(unfortunately with no young in tow).
The other big news from the reserve is that
we have welcomed our new reserve
assistant since the last edition of the
Strathard news; Fraser Lamont took up the
role in early June and has fitted straight into
the team.  Following his induction and
orientation on the reserve, (not the most
straightforward of jobs!), Fraser has been
focusing on plotting out a route for the new
path from the Garrison to the woodland.
The fact that we now have two staff for the
reserve means we will be able to carry out
many of the jobs that until now have simply
not been possible.

Allison Leonard
Assistant Warden

Oystercatcher

Our osprey chicks were ringed
on July 4th by the Forestry
Commission and a group of
volunteers, who work in the
wildlife room at DML, were lucky
enough to go along and see this.
The chicks were ringed with
white rings and the whole
process took about an hour.
Feather samples were also
taken from the chicks to
ascertain their sex but so far we
still haven’t had the results.  The
adult female stayed off the nest
until all people had left and then
landed on the nest beside the
chicks followed by the male with

a large fish.  She then set about
feeding the young.
At 7 weeks the juveniles were
soon ready to fledge and one
juvenile seemed particularly
keen to practice the routine.  It
started with some flapping then
introducing a jump and then was
regularly seen rising a few
inches above the nest, the
second chick looked on bemused.
On Sunday night (27th) both
chicks were still on the nest and
hadn’t fledged.  By 10am
Monday morning both chicks
had gone.  In my experience, it’s
unusual for 2 chicks to fledge so

close together, normally it’s a
day or so apart but at least both
had done so safely.
So now our ospreys are still
around but we have to hunt for
them in the vicinity of the nest
with our remote controlled
camera.  We have had great
views of the male and female
sitting close by feeding on large
fish.  Our female needs to build
her body weight back up as her
food intake decreases while she
is looking after young.  She
needs to be in good condition as
she is first to leave to make the
3000 mile migration back to

Africa.  When will this be? Watch
the blog and find out.
The blog is also a good way to
keep up with our other wildlife
sightings at the lodge.  The Barn
Owl chick fledged yesterday
leaving one in our box with live
camera and there have been
exceptional numbers of red
squirrels with 8 seen from the
hide.  We now have two live
cameras on the squirrels and
visitors often catch their first red
squirrel sighting there.  The blog
can be found at
www.forestry.gov.uk/aberfoyleo
spreys

My how time flies…literally!

RSPB Inversnaid Reserve

Services
Upholstery and Carpet Cleaner Services
throughout Aberfoyle and the Trossachs

01877 382 530

Special cleaning techniques
Commercial & domestic cleaning

Spray extraction and spray cleaning are
the most effective ways of carrying out
upholstery and carpet cleaner services.
This specialist style of cleaning consists of
spraying a cleaning agent into the carpet or upholstery
which is then instantly extracted again leaving it clean.

Trossachs Carpet Cleaning

Special and contract cleaning
Spray extraction & upholstering cleaning

For more information on the services we have
 to offer please contact us now on
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Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National
Park Authority has unveiled its plans to
celebrate the 200th Anniversary of Sir
Walter Scott’s epic verse “The Lady of the
Lake” set in and around the Trossachs next
year.
‘Trossachs 2010’ is designed to celebrate
the unique heritage of the Trossachs area
where the poem is set, through offering a
diverse and eclectic range of activities
appealing to local, national and
international audiences.
Convener of Loch Lomond & The
Trossachs National Park Authority, Dr Mike
Cantlay, said: “Inspired by a family holiday
to Loch Katrine, Sir Walter Scott’s poem
‘The Lady of the Lake’ was an instant hit in
1810 selling over 25,000 copies across the
globe in its first year.  Romantic tourism as
a concept was born and subsequently
there was an influx of tourists which
established the area as one of the world’s

first tourist resorts.   We have a fantastic
opportunity to celebrate 200 years of
tourism in the National Park in 2010.

“Through ‘Trossachs 2010’ we intend to
provide both locals and visitors with a richer
experience of the Park by promoting a
cultural heritage inspired programme
focusing on the literary and romantic, but
interpreting this in a way which is
contemporary.  The aim is to celebrate the
poem which first brought the area to
prominence and reconnect visitors to
Scott’s romantic vision.”
The National Park Authority is investing
£125,000 as a catalyst for the programme
and work is progressing with a number of
partner organisations including Forestry
Commission Scotland, Scottish Enterprise,
Visit Scotland, Event Scotland, Scottish
Natural Heritage, Stirling Council,
Callander Enterprise and Trossachs

Business Partnership to draw up a
programme of events.
Amongst the planned activity is a Loch
Katrine Art and Literary Trail in The Great
Trossachs Forest to bring a range of
perspectives to the area to provide a richer
cultural experience and better
interpretation for day and overnight visitors.
Other proposed initiatives are promotional
cruises on Loch Katrine on the recently
refurbished SS Sir Walter Scott as well as
themed guided activities and walks.
Fiona Logan, Chief Executive of the
National Park Authority, said: “Trossachs
2010 is designed to create a positive
economic impact for businesses within the
Park through our celebration of one of
Scotland’s leading literary figures. We also
hope this initiative will leave a positive
legacy for the area and boost tourism to the
area for many years to come.”

National Park Authority Unveil Plans
to Celebrate 200 Years of Tourism in the Trossachs

Go Country, an outdoor activity provider who offers a full range
of activities, has recently relocated and established itself at the
Foresthills Watersports Centre in Kinlochard.
Go Country provides a full range of activities to suit all ages and
interests including archery, quad biking, mountain biking,
climbing/abseiling, cliff jumping, canoeing, sailing, gorge
walking, orienteering, clay pigeon shooting, fishing, horse riding,
and many more. Go Country also host the only waterpark in the
UK of its type including an iceberg, hamster wheel and
trampoline.
With the help of a major investment from Scottish Government’s
3rd Sector Enterprise Fund and Social Investment Scotland, Go
Country have been able to expand the range of activities they
offer and establish the Kinlochard centre to offer these activities
to visitors and locals alike.  Open all year round, Go Country are
continuing to expand and develop the activities available.
Uniquely Go Country is a charity, established in 2002, with the
aim to provide outdoor education and development support
young people who are facing particular disadvantage.  All
proceeds from their activities at Kinlochard go to the pursuit of
these aims.  So visitors can have fun as well as help
contribute to others.  For further
information contact Jean Hamilton
on 0141 632 2900 or
jean@gocountry.co.uk

New Outdoor Activity Centre

ARDBUILD
All Joinery, Building
& Roofing Work
Also Slabbing
Monoblock paving

Tel:  01877 387 238
Mob:  07749 418463
e-mail: ardbuild@hotmail.com

Interventions is a selected
group show of British
contemporary art situated in
the stunning woodlands near
Aberfoyle in Stirlingshire. This
marks the first large scale
intervention by artists within
this area of the National Park
of Scotland. Each artist has
responded individually to the
challenge to interact with the
woodland environment, some
choosing to work in harmony,
while others look to confront

and contrast with the surroundings.
This area of Scotland has been in constant flux. Over the
past century the landscape has been altered
dramatically with the relocation of crofters and the mass
planting of vast areas of forest. This process of human
intervention and morphing the natural environment
offers a rich context for the exhibition. The challenge for
the artist's involved is to utilise the elements as part of
their response and consider not only their intervention to
this space, but also the interaction with the public and
the challenges of creating work in a non gallery space.
Artists :
Diane Maclean, Su Grierson, Rob Mulholland, Andrea
Sayers & Anne Bevan, Scott Laverie, Anna Perch Nielen,
Michael Hill Johnston, Anthony Schrag, David John
Downie, Gilliam Copper.

The exhibition is open to the public from 1st of August to
the 19th of September 2009.   Access to Exhibition from
the : David Marshall Visitors Centre, Aberfoyle,
Stirling FK8

Interventions  2009
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McLaren High SchoolAberfoyle Primary
Sports Day
Due to the wet weather, Sports Day was held over
two days. There was a good turnout of parents who
cheered the children on, ran in the parents races and
helped out. Thank you. Everybody enjoyed
themselves and we are very grateful to the Co-op
who supplied the ice creams which were very
welcome after all the activity on the second day.
Congratulations to our Sports Champions
Lyndsay MacKenzie and Jack Jennings and to
EARTH for winning the House Sports Cup.

The Opening of Forth View
The new school building, which houses both the
Nursery and the Primary 1 classroom, was
officially opened, in June, by Provost Woods. The
attendees were shown round the school by Michael
O’Connell and Megan Patrick, (P7)then “piped”
from the school over to Forth View by Kirsty
Crawford (P7) who was presented with the name
plaque for the new building .Zoe Bell and Ben
Monaghan (nursery pupils) then helped Provost
Woods to cut the ribbon. After a tour of the new
building, afternoon tea was served in the school.
The name Forth View was chosen by the children.

Tesco and Sainsbury vouchers
Thank you to everyone who donated vouchers to
the school and nursery, we are now awaiting
delivery of new teaching resources and playground
equipment. Thanks also to Ros for allowing us to
have a collection box in the Post Office.

Celebration of Success
This year’s prize giving ceremony took place in the
Memorial Hall, which was beautifully decorated
with balloons and flowers by members of the
Parent Council. Each child was presented with a
certificate which particularly mentioned their
individual achievement over the last year. There
was also a presentation of a number of Sports
Trophies. Entertainment was provided by each
class performing a song and the recorder groups
played. A big thank you to Cara Wilson for
providing the musical accompaniment and to Jeff
Barwick for putting together a fantastic montage of
slides which brought back many memories of the
last year.
Individual awards were won by-
School Dux:   Natasha Wilson
Citizenship awards: Stewart Wallace
                               Emily Palau
                               Olivia Aitken
                               Sean McIllvenay
House Cup:         Neptune

Church Service
We had a lovely end of term service conducted by
the Rev Linda. P7 shared with us their memories of
Aberfoyle Primary School and their ambitions for
the future.  This caused great laughter and tears
among both pupils and parents alike. Mrs Barwick
closed by wishing everyone who wasn’t returning
to Aberfoyle P.S. after the Summer, every success
in their new school and wishing everyone a happy
holiday.

School News

National Park Day Activities
On Thursday 28 May, as part of the
lead up to National Park Day, a group
of McLaren pupils went on a Land
Rover safari around the Monachyle
Mhor estate.  This was of benefit to
those studying the Rural Skills course
as well as helping with Home
Economics.  Then on the Friday
morning two of the pupils visited Mhor
Bread and joined Dick Lewis to help
make the lunch. The lunch used local
produce and ingredients gathered by
the pupils the day before on their safari.

On 22, 23 and 24 June, nearly 1,000 people went
through McLaren High School’s doors like grease
lightnin’!  The long-awaited school show was back
and better than ever before.  ‘Grease’ started off
some serious summer lovin’.
The senior pupils morphed from hardworking students
in the day to pink ladies and T-Birds at night; whilst
the school hall transformed into the infamous Rydell
High.  With a new sound-deck and fantastic new lights,
the show was a real sensation.  The school has
undergone a refurbishment and it’s been two years
since the last show.  Pupils and staff have been
frustrated but for the enthusiastic audience, ‘Grease’
was definitely worth the wait.
McLaren High School would like to thank the
community of Callander and beyond for celebrating
the end of the school year and the return of our
annual show.

School Show

McLaren High School Makes Big Splash At
Scottish National Canoe Polo Championships
McLaren High School has been well represented this
year in the Scottish Canoe Polo fixtures.  The core of
the Stirling Youth team included McLaren pupils
Joshaua McInnes, Brendan Millard and David
MacEachern.Two days of intensive competition at the
Scottish Canoe Polo National Championships 2009
on 30 and 31 May saw the mooring basin around the
base of the Falkirk Wheel come alive with a spectacle
which drew hundreds of onlookers, as teams from as
far afield as Orkney and Aberdeen competed.
For the Championships, the team was further
strengthened by two McLaren Former Pupils, Robbie
Clark and Alex Bowie.  The team held their own with
a healthy 5 wins out of 6 games on the first day, to
secure a position in the top 4 for the final day playoffs.

McLaren Represent Stirling Council
at the European Parliament
Congratulations to McLaren's Junior Public Speaking
team who took runners up prize at this year's "Europe
Speaks" National Public Speaking Competition on 16
June.  The team comprising Morvyn Menzies and
Jamie Hall travelled to the European Parliament in
Edinburgh in order to represent Stirling Council.
Morvyn and Jamie had to select a European country
other than their own and put together a fifteen minute
presentation on why it was vital that the young people
of this country participated in the recent Euro Elections.
The team chose Poland as they sit side by side with
their Polish class mates every day and felt a genuine
interest in this nation.   Although narrowly defeated by
Holyrood High School from Glasgow on the day, the
team were highly commended for their team work and
the high level of research evidenced in their
presentation.

Football
Junior Girls 7s
Over the past two months, McLaren High
School Junior Girls Team took part in the
Bank of Scotland Soccer Sevens tournament.
The girls, who had been training hard since
the start of the year, played fantastically well
in over fifteen games against schools from the
central region and beyond.  Highlights
included a cracking 3-0 win against Alloa High
School.  Well done girls!  A great start to Girls
Football at McLaren!
The Girls Team pictured with their coaches:
Naomi Webster (S2), Omega Cox-Hyatt (S2),
Natalia McCleary (S2), Shona Barrie (S2),
Fiona Morgan (S1), Avril Semple (S2), Tamsin
Webster (S2) and Emma McLaren (S1).
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Milton

McLaren Debating team
Triumph at the National Park
Debating Competition

Rappers hit the Moss

On Friday 29 May a group of S2 pupils visited Flanders
Moss to be filmed performing a rap they have been
working on over the last month.
The pupils have been involved in a poetry project with
Scottish Natural Heritage to promote the Moss as a
visitor attraction. It started with the pupils visiting the
Moss and receiving a guided tour by a Ranger where
they also gathered ideas and inspiration for their rap.
Since then they have been working very closely with a
young rapper called Louie, local animation filmmaker
Jessica Langford and a film crew. The pupils worked
together to write and rehearse their rap using the ideas
they had developed on their visit.
The project will culminate in an evening performance
in McLaren High in September.  The pupils totally
embraced this project and thoroughly enjoyed the
experience.   They are now looking forward to seeing
their completed DVD and giving  their live performance.

Bruce Crawford MSP was one of many guests on
Friday 29 May when we hosted National Park Day,
and staged the first ever Loch Lomond and the
Trossachs National Park School Debating
Competition.  Open to the four schools with
catchment areas within the National Park
boundary, the debate was sponsored by the
National Park and aimed to raise the pupils'
awareness of local environmental
issues.Debating teams from McLaren High,
Balfron High, Hermitage Academy and Dunoon
Grammar then debated the motion: “This House
believes wind farms should be banned in and
around the National Park”.
Eilidh Shearer and Megan Rhys from McLaren
proposed the controversial motion.  Up against
fierce oppostion from the other schools the girls
offered a passionate and well researched rebuttal
of their opponents’ arguments.  The competition
was judged by Rob Marrs and John Duncan of the
English Speaking Union, and Bruce Crawford
MSP who unanimously put the girls in first place.
Apart from receiving a silver quaich the girls also
received a cheque for £250 which is to be spent
on an environmental initiative within the school.
Adding to the spirit of the competition the girls
were also given £100 of "Go Ape" Vouchers so
that they can enjoy the more adventurous side of
living in The National Park.

Hello Children,
I really like the month of August, even
though the long summer holidays come
to an end and we have to go back to
school. Most of you will know by now
that I quite like school, there are so
many interesting and exciting thing just
waiting to be learned. I remember Miss
Bond telling our class all about August,
named after an emperor of ancient
Rome. Augustus ruled the Roman
Empire at the time that the Romans first
invaded Britain, and was the very first to
be called Caesar. He thought he was so
important that he had himself declared
a god and named a month after himself.
It seems to have started a trend: Julius
Caesar did exactly the same thing.
The holidays have been great fun.
There were so many thing to do and
places to visit, trying to fit it all in was
quite a problem. But it was a good
problem to have. The first thing to deal
with was the fact that every member of
the gang had a different plan of action
from anyone else. Grandpa Otter
suggested that the best thing to do was
draw up a list. That was a good idea.
Mum and dad thought the first thing we
should all do was to go on a family
picnic to Inversnaid, to take a look at the
wildlife area developed by the pupils in
the school grounds. Annie, Eilidh,
Jamie and Morgan-Leigha must have
worked very hard. The pond seems to
be much bigger than I remember, and
even better for swimming in.
Braeval spent most of her time in the
pond, diving in the hope that she could
find the little ring she lost last time we
were here. I am afraid my sister had no
luck, but it kept her well occupied. She
did cheer up when a pair of small pearl
bordered fritillary butterflies fluttered by
as we tucked in to our sandwiches. My
sister is a bit of a swat and says that you
can find 19 species of butterflies at
Inversnaid and the two we saw are
actually becoming quite rare.
George the Hare, who always comes
along with us, came into his own at the
Kinlochard Highland Games. When it
came to the races, our George is
absolutely unbeatable, winning every
race that he entered. The rest of us got
completely soaked in the water games,
just what otters revel in.
The twins, Duke and Katrine, both had
summer projects to do before going
back to school. Duke has been
collecting leaves from as many different
broadleaved trees that he could find in
Strathard. At this moment he has i7,
from a huge horse chestnut leaf to the
tiny hawthorn, all carefully pressed flat
and stuck into a loose-leaf binder.
Katrine is doing the same thing, only
with wild flowers.
There are so many of these that I have
lost count of how many there are. I did
not know until now that there are three
different types of purple heather. And
the rosebay willowherb, flowering all
over Aberfoyle, proves that at one time
a railway ran to the village. It is amazing
just how much there is to learn.
Bye for now,
Milton.

at
Aberfoyle Memorial Hall

Classes in Ballet, Tap & Jazz
Restart August 2009

Contact Carla Duggan on
07815146462

If dancing is not your thing there are plenty of other
classes and clubs available.

Karate for All Ages
Contact Julie Glen 382296

 Pilates & Step & Tone
Contact Amanda Reid 07811633968

 Scottish Country Dancing
Contact a Ralston 382847
Youth Club
Contact Marie Wardrop 382568

 Toddlers
Contact Julie Glen 382296
The Hall Is Also Available for Parties, Meetings &
Functions.   Contact Sandra Jardine 382673

Your Community
Your Hall

Thank You to Epic Photography (Gartmore) for Allowing
Us to Use the Photograph

Turn Your Duckling into a Swan
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Come along and meet other women who live or work in and
around the Trossachs.  For more information and monthly
meeting details see www.witt.org.uk, phone 387200 or e-mail
admin@witt.org.uk.  All welcome.
Our next two meetings are:
Foraging & Food Al Fresco
Wednesday 2 Sep at 7.30pm Aberfoyle Memorial Hall.
An autumn evening of discovery.  Find out more about the
bounty of wild foods available to us and see some tasty ideas
on how to use them.  We will be introduced to some of the
hidden treasures waiting to be found during a walk at the
David Marshall Lodge, then go down to the hall for further
information and cooking led by Deli Ecosse’s Julie Carmichael.
Car Maintenance for Girls
Wednesday 7 Oct at 7.30pm  Burnside Garage, Callander
Too scared to open your bonnet?
Learn how to carry out all the essential
car tasks, including cleaning tips, how
to check and fill fluids, tyre changing,
emergencies and lots more.

Locals will remember the impact the Maoris had
at the Mushroom Festival a few years back.  You
can meet them again at a Maori Hangi/Feast on
Saturday, 12 September at Kinlochard Village
Hall.   The Hangi involves  slow cooking beef,
lamb, chicken and venison with vegetables
including Kumara(sweet potatoes) for  five hours
in a sealed pit on a bed of hot stones.  The meat
literally falls off the bone!  The Maori ladies will
be making trays of the New Zealand national
desert, Pavlova, laced with exotic fruit including
kiwifruit.  Things hot up around 5 p.m. and after
dinner there will be a family ceilidh in the hall –
bring your own bottle.  The event is being run by
the New Zealand Society (Scotland) as part of
the Homecoming Celebrations.  Tickets for the
Hangi and dance are Adults: £15, Children: £5
(yes, only £5!)       Tickets are available locally
from Fergus Wood, Ledard Farm, Kinlochard.
Tel: 01877 387219

Maori Feast for all the Family

Come to TERMS with your new business / idea.
Established micro-businesses welcome too.

For help and advice contact:

Lucy Fraser-Gunn
Project Coordinator TERMS

Trossachs Enterprises Rural Mentoring Scheme
Loch Lomond & the Trossachs National Park

Callander Area Office
52 – 54 Main Street
Callander FK17 8DB

NP Office Telephone: 01389 722126
Mobile: 07770512215

E-mail: lucy@lochlomond-trossachs.org.uk
www.ruralmentoring.co.uk

is a pilot project delivered by Callander
Enterprise & jointly sponsored by
Lomond & Rural Stirling Leader+,
Stirling Council, Scottish Enterprise
Rural Group & Loch Lomond & the
Trossachs National Park  to support
start-up and established micro
businesses in the Trossachs &
Breadalbane areas

TERMS

Women in the Trossachs

Going to university or  college means
passing exams to get there and passing
more exams to stay there, but there’s no
such pressure on anyone who wants to
join Forth Valley University of the Third
Age  ( U3A)   This is an organisation
offering older people opportunities for
learning just for the sheer enjoyment of it,
without any formal academic qualifications
required or given.
WHO may join?  Any adult who is not in
full-time employment and wants to learn
something new (for example playing
bridge)  or revive  a long forgotten skill
(perhaps  a language) or fulfill a lifetime
ambition (such as taking up painting)
There are over 30 learning groups to
choose from and more can be added as
demand grows.

WHAT does it cost?  Annual membership
is £15  entitling members to join as many
groups as they can fit into their lifestyle.
Some groups may have additional costs if
equipment  is needed  or if they meet in a
hall which incurs a hire fee.
WHERE does Forth Valley U3A meet?
Many groups meet in members’ homes
but if a group needs lots of space then
local premises have to be hired.  Groups
meet in Stirling, Bridge of Allan, Callander
and Cambusbarron.  Members are not
restricted to groups where they live and
many travel elsewhere.to join the activities
of their choice
WHEN can you join? Enrolment for the
new season is on  FRIDAY 11 September
from 10am till 12 noon in St Andrews
Church Hall, Callander  or from 2pm till

3.30 pm in Cambusbarron Community
Centre.. Group leaders will be on hand to
answer questions about their groups.
Nearly all groups meet during the day,
some are weekly, some fortnightly and so
on.  Each month there is a special Open
Meeting for the whole membership, with a
guest speaker.
WHY should you join?  Because if you
speak to any of the 200 (and more)
members of Forth Valley U3A  they’ll tell
you how much they enjoy it, and once you
see the range of activities on offer, you will
want to join in.   Phone 330996 to ask for
a copy of the programme in advance  so
that on  Friday 11 September you will be
ready to enrol for a new learning
experience among  friendly people, with
laughter and coffee as extras!

The Benefits of  Age
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Stuart & Brenda’s wee place at
David Marshall Lodge, Aberfoyle

tel: 01877 389302
email: chill@chilloutscotland.com

 www.chilloutscotland.com

Stuart and I are proud to announce that on Mid-summer’s day Jane Baron,
Tracy McFarlane, Fiona Campbell, Gillian Lester and Wendy Bryan all
received their 200 hour ChillOut Yoga Teaching Qualification. This means
that they are proper qualified and registered yoga teachers, well deserved
after a year of hard work.   This is what Fiona had to say about the course:
The reason I decided to take the Yoga Teacher Training Course with Brenda was
because of her own personal teaching style.   She holds a great deal of respect,
compassion and acceptance of limitations within each individual.  I wanted to
learn to teach as she did.  However, throughout the course Brenda emphasised
the need to find one’s own style; this brought confidence to all on the course and
each of us ended the course with very different teaching styles which had been
supported and encouraged by Brenda throughout the year.
Although there was much to learn, including facing one’s own doubts and fears,
there was a lightness and acceptance of where we all were in the process.  I felt
supported throughout the whole course.  Each asana explored in depth brought
more understanding of the physical, mental and emotional blocks which may
hinder oneself and others from accepting where they are in an asana or moving
from one to the other.  Emphasis was placed very much on breathing with the
movement:  “Movement follows the breath” is now deeply imprinted in my brain
and enters all aspect of daily living.  Brenda teaches that Yoga is not just practise,
but can penetrate all aspects of life.  I am sad that the year’s course is now over,
also delighted that I now can,
if I wish, teach others and
pass on the depth of
knowledge that Brenda
imparted to us.  She has a
highly individualistic style
and an easy manner with all
who come to her classes.  As
a teacher of teachers she
says that she constantly
learns from her students, this
allows an easy flow of
communication between
student and teacher.
I would highly recommend
her Intensive weeks and
Teacher Training Course to
anyone, whether for self
development or for teaching
practice.  I have gained
much more than I ever
thought possible on both.

Regular yoga sessions are Tuesday and Friday 9.30 – 10, and
Saturdays and Sundays on various dates. There are a good few
things happening up at the lodge later on in the year, including
yoga teacher training, intensives and days and firewalking… if
you would like more info, come up and see us, have a look at our
website or phone us!   We hope you enjoy the remainder of summer!
Stuart and Brenda

We have just returned from the Wickerman Festival in Dumfries – and
thanks to Paul from Red Kite Yurts we had the luxury of a 20 foot yurt to
have our shop and sleep in. The reggae tent kept us awake till 5am, but
that’s festival life! We had been asked to do the firewalking and yoga at the
festival, unfortunately due to high winds the firewalking had to be cancelled,
but the yoga went down well, with approximately 45 people at the sessions.
Our neighbours were Tanante, a West African drumming group, so we were
in our element! We will be going back next year again. The Wickerman was
semi-burnt on Saturday night, when we woke up to rain and wind on Sunday
morning he was still half standing, but had saved his book of Robert Burns!

Yes, it is that time again, that season of year when every household
resounds to the sound of bonking.  In case you are panicking, fear not.
We are not talking of ‘bonking’ as such, but rather what faces you when
you return from a hard day’s work, to find the television on full blast
and your ‘Better Half’ sitting in front of it, watching a game where two
players continually bat a ball across a net time after time after time,
bonk – bonk, bonk – bonk, until one of them hits the net and the other
inexplicably wins a point – apparently.  Yes!  We are talking of tennis!
Yes, we are at that time once more, although now it is almost over –
for another year.  The Australian Open, the French Open, Queens’ and
Wimbledon, they have all passed though we still have the American
Open in September to suffer.  And how we non-tennis fans suffer!
Time was when ‘Er Indoors travelled to London, stayed with friends
and got up and went to Wimbledon at 4am to queue for – wait for it –
queue tickets!  They would then go home, have breakfast then return
with their queue tickets and queue (naturally) for more tickets to gain
admission.  She used to come home after a weekend down there,
exhausted.  I was never really surprised.  But when she did come
home, she would sit down and watch the remaining days in front of the
telly, five hours a day minimum, watching individuals knocking a ball
over a very low net to each other.  I mean, how difficult can that be?
And always accompanied by the eternal sound of bonk-bonk, bonk-
bonk.  Tedious, or what?  Latterly, she has put her name down in a
draw for tickets, to save the early rises I suppose, and a couple of
times she has been lucky;  so have I, come to mention it, as it avoids
having to suffer at least three or four days of watching tennis on the
television.  I cannot see the point of the sport.  ‘Er Indoors has tried to
explain the subtleties of the game to me.  Personally, I think that
reading the history of Ancient Rome in Six Dusty Volumes would hold
more interest.  She has even attempted to rouse my patriotic spirit by
suggesting that it is my duty to support this guy Murray.  Apparently, if
had won, he would have been the first Scottish – oops – British player
to win since Fred Perry in 1936.  At which point I say, sorry, I dozed off,
run that by me again, whereupon she throws a cushion at my head,
narrowly avoiding giving me serious concussion.  To be fair, she has
thrown heavier objects in the past, but as it usually resulted in damage
to fixtures and fittings, she finally desisted from using the frying pan,
generally from a cost point of view, as in replacing the existing
wallpaper, etc., rather than concern for my wellbeing.  Some day in the
not to distant future she will sow a brick inside a cushion and I’ll be a
goner, mark my words!
I have to say there are rare occasions when I do find a spark of interest
in what is, after all, an extremely repetitive sport and that is when the
ladies are playing.  I find watching the
ladies matches have certain attractions
but why must so many of them shriek and
yell whenever they hit the ball?  I assume
they must be over exerting themselves,
poor dears!
All I can say is, roll on October!  In the
meantime I tiptoe around the house to
avoid disrupting the commentary which I
can just about hear from the next room.
‘Quiet, please!  Murray to serve!’

Bonking Time!Bonking Time!
By Dougie MacPherson

ABERFOYLE POST OFFICE

Shop OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK: Mon-Sat. 8.00 -5.30; Sun.11.00 – 5.30.
P.O.  OPEN: 9.00am, Mon-Sat; Close 5.30pm, (Wed-4pm; Sat–1pm)

You could tax your car online
-and wait for the disc to be posted to you.

You could tax your car by phone
-and wait for the tax disc to be posted to you

OR
You could support your local Post Office,

tax your car at the counter
AND get the tax disc immediately.

Providing your documents are valid for the day your new tax is due to start,
tax disc is available from the 5th of the month before.
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Keen eyed walkers and modern technology are combining to help save a rare
jewel of the Scottish landscape. Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) is asking
people to join the hundreds from all over Scotland who have already
submitted records over the internet for the lesser butterfly orchid,
Platanthera bifolia. This beautiful wild orchid with creamy white flowers
with a short flowering season in July has been reported from more than
260 sites over the past three years.
In 2006 little was known about its exact whereabouts in Scotland, although
it was known to have declined significantly across the United Kingdom.
The launch of a special website by SNH with its partner organisations
Plantlife Scotland, the Botanical Society of the British Isles (BSBI)
and the Royal Botanical Gardens Edinburgh has helped gather
information about the orchid’s ecology and present distribution.
SNH’s plant specialist Robin Payne said: “We’re grateful to all
those who have taken part in the survey and submitted records
on the website so far. Now that we know so much more about
the lesser butterfly orchid we can take real, well informed action
that will protect and conserve this species. We’d still like to know
more about its distribution so if anyone does come across the
plant they can enter the detail of their findings on the SNH website
www.snh.org.uk/orchid2009 .Lesser butterfly orchids grow on the
edges of moorland or in damp grassland, often along the edge
of ditches or even on roadside verges. The slender white
flowers appear from early June through to mid-July. Surveys
in recent years have revealed the flower has declined, leaving
the West of Scotland as the remaining stronghold in the UK.
The orchid can still be spotted in a wide variety of habitats,
particularly in wet heath, bog, woodland edge, wet meadows,
dunes, machair and the occasional golf course. Some good
sites have also been found in the East of Scotland and four of
the best Scottish sites had over 1000 flowering plants.  The
Lesser Butterfly Orchid is one of 32 species listed for
conservation under Scotland’s Species Action Framework and is
a UK Biodiversity Action Plan species.
Jim McIntosh, BSBI Scottish Officer said:  “The short flowering
season of the orchid and the general scarcity of botanical experts
mean we would struggle to achieve widespread coverage of the
areas where we would expect to find it. The website makes it
possible for people across the country to help by responding to
this appeal and submitting their records.”
Liz Lavery, who analyses the results each year for SNH, said:

“The more records we receive the better picture we have of its spread across Scotland
and records for 2009 from known sites, reported to us in previous years, means we are
able to see any changes in populations over the past twelve months.”
Please send any records of the orchid for the survey through the website at
www.snh.org.uk/orchid2009/   Or write to Lesser Butterfly Orchid Survey, SNH,
Battleby, Redgorton, Perth PH1 3EW.

Web reveals secrets of rare Scottish orchid

Walk in the Park, run by Active
Stirling and supported by Loch
Lomond & Trossachs National
Park Authority through their
Ranger Service, has been
running for eight weeks and
has attracted local residents to
take part in short walks, under
an hour, around the Aberfoyle
area.  The walks are specifically
designed for people who are
interested in enjoying exercise
at a leisurely pace, socialising
with new and old friends and
feeling a little healthier.
The walks take part along the
Railway Walk, around the
Wildlife Site, up to Lochan
Spling and around Doon Hill,
with some very interesting
historical, cultural and
ecological features on each
walk.  Tim Messer, National
Park Ranger, helps with the
walks and stated, ‘I enjoy the
walks and think it is a great way
of discovering the history and
culture of the area from the
walkers’.
If anybody would like to come
along and enjoy walking with
other members of the
community and guided by walk
leaders please come just come
along - no booking is necessary.
Walks start from the back of the
Trossachs Discovery Centre at
10:30am each Wednesday.
For further information on
Active Stirling or Walk in the
Park contact Patricia Cumming,
Co-ordinator Walk About
Stirling, 01786 432323. or Craig
Walker National Park Ranger
01389 722113.

Walk in the Park
Update

Bathroom Suite Installations

Gas & LPG High Efficiency Boilers

Boiler Servicing & Repair
Wet Electric Heating Systems

Landlord Certificates / Gas Safety Checks

FREE ESTIMATES     NO JOB TOO SMALL

Gas Safe Registered Engineer

T 01360 440144 M 07754 521213

Plumbing Installations - New & Renovations

Endrick
P L U M B I N G
&  H E A T I N G

Wester Ballat Steadings, Balfron Station, Glasgow G63 0SH

ArdcleaningArdcleaningArdcleaningArdcleaningArdcleaning
ServicesServicesServicesServicesServices

Efficient & Reliable ServiceEfficient & Reliable ServiceEfficient & Reliable ServiceEfficient & Reliable ServiceEfficient & Reliable Service

Regular or Special CleansRegular or Special CleansRegular or Special Cleans
Holiday Home ChangeoversHoliday Home ChangeoversHoliday Home Changeovers
Commercial PremisesCommercial PremisesCommercial Premises
Pubs, Hotels, B&BsPubs, Hotels, B&BsPubs, Hotels, B&BsPubs, Hotels, B&Bs

ArdcleaningArdcleaningArdcleaningArdcleaningArdcleaning
ServicesServicesServicesServicesServices

trossachselaine@btinternet.com

Elaine Bruce
Tel. 01877 387 238
Mob. 07729 468738
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It’s my gut feeling that there are too many of us
with some or other digestive complaint,
thinking this is something we have to put up
with. We eat well, we exercise, we take
medication, yet still our bellies aren’t working
properly. Physicians have known for centuries
that digestion is the key to health, and that
digestive problems are behind most diseases.
Poor digestion can lead to bloating, gas, a
heavy feeling and a build up of digestive
impurities, loss of appetite, cravings, not
tasting food…understandably, poor digestion
brings us down.
There are many ways from numerous traditions
which give us advice to help get our digestive
system functioning and balanced, we are going
to delve into the realms of one of them. In the
opening verse of the oldest of all extant sacred
texts from the Indian tradition, the Rig Veda,
the first word besides OM is agni, Sanskrit for
fire. In the Vedic tradition fire is worshipped as
the earthly manifestation of the creative and
regenerative power of the sun.
Fire has always been and is an integral part of
our lives. It is used in religious worship, rites
and symbolism. It is one of the four classical
elements: air, earth, fire and water. Fire is heat
and it is light. It is also purifying and
transforming. Without fire, the greatest of
which is the sun, we could not survive. Fire
needs oxygen, fuel and movement, and if left
unattended, can diminish into nothing or
become a devouring wall of fury.
Internalised fire is an important aspect of yoga,
with many yoga practices used to light the
spark, stimulating our fire core. This, it is said,
leads to the awakening of the inner fire of
transformation within ourselves. The agni we
will be discovering is one of 13, the digestive
fire, found in our bellies. The food we eat
needs to be efficiently digested and
transformed into energy to keep us going, and
essential to this is having a balanced digestive
fire, jathar agni. If jathar agni is weak or
unbalanced, the body will not receive proper
nourishment, becoming unbalanced. If jathar
agni is balanced, we can be healthier and,
consequently, happier.
Hatha yoga offers us a lovely, little known
dhauti kriya (an internal cleansing technique)
called agni sara, purging by cascading the fire!
Agni sara is the ignition to get jathar agni re-lit
and keeps it burning brightly within the body.
If you feel your fire has gone out, that there’s
no hope and you’ve tried everything, the fact
that you are reading this means it is possible to
re-ignite the flame! Now that midsummer’s
here, warming us from the outside, it’s a good
time to light jathar agni, to warm us from the
inside. However, trying to light a fire on a bed
of ash is difficult, so to get the fire burning we
need to clear some of that ash away. One way
to blow some of our internal unwanted ash
away is using abdominal breathing. In itself
abdominal breathing is calming and relaxing,
so good to use when you are stressed or can’t
sleep at night. It gets us to connect with our
bellies, preparing us for other breathing
techniques and hatha yoga practices.
Lie on your back in corpse pose, rest one hand
on your belly and take a nice slow, deep breath.
Inhale slowly, keeping your chest as still as
possible, letting your belly expand as much as
is comfortable up towards the sky. As you
exhale, slowly allow your belly to float toward
the ground. Finding your own pace, allow your
movement to follow your breath, letting the two
become synchronised. If you have never
practiced abdominal breathing or are not yet

comfortable, stay and work with it before
moving on to agni sara. There’s no rush… as
with all hatha yoga techniques, there are
cautions and some definite no-no’s, so don’t go
too far or too fast. Although abdominal
breathing seems like a basic breath, it is very
relaxing, so be careful if you have any condition
like low blood pressure or depression. Start by
practicing 5 rounds (one round is an inhale and
an exhale) and see how you feel, allowing the
breath to flow naturally at its own pace, without
strain or gasping.
Once comfortable with abdominal breathing,
you can move on to agni sara. This wonderfully
gentle yet intense abdominal exercise is
recommended for most digestive problems in
yoga therapy, as it helps to heat up the body
from the inside. Practiced regularly with
awareness, agni sara helps stimulate
peristalsis and digestion, improves the
elimination of waste, and increases circulation
to the abdomino-pelvic area. Once again, there
are cautions and guidelines: do not do this if
you have eaten a meal 2 hours before, are
pregnant, or suffer from chronic diarrhoea,
heart conditions, respiratory ailments,
glaucoma, hiatus hernia, ulcers of the stomach
or intestine. If at all unsure, consult your doctor
for medical advice.
Agni sara needs thoughtful step-by-step
muscular contraction. Picture the typical 6-pack
of muscles - the rectus abdominus – which are
separate from each other but joined together
with connective tissue to give them the
segmented look. We usually move them as one,
as in abdominal breathing, however, in agni
sara we are aiming to move them individually in
a ‘C’ shape movement. The movement, like soft
waves on a sandy beach, follows closely behind
the breath, and moves with control, not speed.
I usually do agni sara standing with my feet in
horse stance, knees bent, hands resting on my
thighs for support. This is comfortable and
works well for me, but there are other poses you
can use, such as easy sitting pose, cat pose, or
sitting on the edge of a chair. Choose a position
you are comfortable with, remembering to work
towards an elongated spine, trying not to round
the back. If you know mula bandha, you can do
that too – it works well with and enhances agni
sara.
Relaxing as much as possible into your position,
close your eyes and see how your belly feels.
To start agni sara, do three rounds of abdominal
breathing, then on an exhale, follow the ‘C’
shape from the bottom to the top: begin to
contract each of the rectus abdominus
segments, starting just above the pubis bone,
moving in and up towards the spine and the
navel. Keeping the tension held below, work up
into the diaphragm, underneath the rib cage as
far as is comfortable. Allow the exhale to
disappear slowly at the end rather than forcing
it out.
Keeping your body relaxed while staying with
your breath, reverse the process on an inhale:
releasing the muscle segments one at a time
from the ribcage all the way down …
remember…slowly and with control. At the end
of the inhale, relax the belly without letting it flop,
and flow into your next exhale. It can feel
strange and uncoordinated at first, I remember
feeling that I wasn’t moving anything separately,
but practice and time are key! You may also find
that your back wants to move with the abdomen,
that’s ok, just focus on keeping the back still,
straight and relaxed. Over time you will just be
contracting your belly muscles, with the rest of
the body remaining quiet. Continue with agni

sara for as many rounds as you are
comfortable with. To finish, take three deep
abdominal breaths, close your eyes and see
how your belly feels compared to when you
started.
One of the things I love doing is sitting in my
garden in the sun, feeling the heat gently warm
me up. I may get the odd shiver when the
breeze blows, but the sun continues to melt me.
Another thing I love is the way I feel when I
keep my digestive system on track, as it
influences so much of how I feel, physically
and emotionally. I know that if I don’t pay
attention to my flame, my digestive system
grinds to a halt, making me irritable, bloated
and generally feeling yuk. Not good for me or
the people around me!
Like all other yoga practices, build agni sara
over time - becoming aware of how it affects
you and how it makes you feel. By developing
and adapting yoga practices to fit in with your
lifestyle, your life can be enhanced in ways you
never thought possible. If you find agni sara
helpful, start adding it where you can into your
daily routine, fitting it in where you can -
perhaps in the shower in the morning, on the
office chair or while watching telly. Never rush
it and don’t activate jathar agni to excess - we
don’t want to create a forest fire! All we want to
do is ignite the flame, and, once ignited, keep
the fire burning, using its power when we need
it. A content and balanced jathar agni goes a
long way in keeping our digestive systems in
balance, our elimination good and our appetite
regular and healthy. That would put a smile on
anyone’s face!

The Fire Within: Yoga & Digestion
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The trip to Rhineland is all
arranged and final details
and tickets will be sent out
next week. The next holiday
is an October trip to
Nottingham, starting on
Friday 23rd October for 3
nights, this trip will coinside
with the Robin Hood
Pageant, and our hotel is
adjacent  to  Nottingham
castle. Cost is £165. Single
supplement £30. It includes
a  Trip to Sherwood forest
and a guided tour of
Nottingham. Book with
Joanmacp@aol.com Phone
Joan on 01360 449253
between noon and 7pm
Monday to Friday only.

You are invited to join a
Mystery Coach tour.
Strathendrick Senior
Citizens welcome
neighbouring villagers to
join them on their outing on
Saturday 22nd August.
Please contact Emma on
440029 for details of cost
and high tea. The Coach
Leaves  Strathblane at
12.30pm and Killearn Co-op
bus stop at 12.50pm.

Not here....but near!

Third Age Group
Strathendrick

The holiday period is now upon us
but the organising of this year’s
festival carries on regardless as our
annual musical event looms ever
closer.
Expansion in to other areas of the
Trossachs enables us to offer
festival visitors a varied choice of
venue. Some of these newer
venues such as The Lake of
Mentieth Hotel and The David
Marshall Lodge, Aberfoyle are
located in some of the most scenic
locations in Scotland.
Link this with Loch Katrine sailing,
Venacher lochside Harbour Café
location and even The Crown Hotel
in Thornhill and The Forth Inn at
Aberfoyle all have their own unique
appeal. Add a large helping of great
music and for three days in the year
we have probably the best rural
festival setting in the entire UK.
Tickets are already selling well for
the main festival.  For news, views
and information on all things festival
please visit our website
www.callanderjazz.com or contact
the festival helplines: 01877-339399
/ 339455

Graham Oliphant
Callander Jazz and Blues Festival

Callander Jazz and Blues Festival
Killearn Playgroup is for children aged 2½ to 5 years.
They come to play, learn and make friends every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday between 9.15am and
11.45am. We have two qualified Playleaders (SSSC
Registered) who lead and encourage a range of
exciting activities which are part of the Curriculum for
Excellence.
You leave your child at Playgroup, giving you much
needed time while at the same time you know that your
active toddler is being kept occupied and stimulated in
the best possible way. Playleaders make observations
about your child and give you feedback at regular
intervals.
The overall aim at Playgroup is to provide a safe,
secure and happy environment for the children; to
encourage social, emotional, intellectual,
communicative and physical development of the
children. We have an inclusive atmosphere and
parents/carers are very much a part of the group. There
is a rota for duty which means that on occasion, you
stay for the session and help the playleaders. This
allows you to observe your child interacting with others
in their own little environment.
The Playgroup embraces all cultures and backgrounds
and our diverse range of activities reflects this.
Previous activities have included a celebration of the
Chinese New Year and 'The Big Toddle' sponsored
walk which saw our toddlers walk half a mile in aid of
Barnardo's.
The Playgroup costs £6.50 per session and takes place
in the Killearn Church Hall. We always welcome new
children to the group and you do not need to live in Killearn to join the group. Our children come from all of the
surrounding villages.
For further enquiries or to discuss your requirements in more detail, please contact Eleanor on 01360 440385 or
Jude on 01360 551611.

Killearn Playgroup

The full season has been arranged
and application forms have been sent
to all those who had registered their
details. If any past member has not
received a form and wishes  to apply
please either download one from the
Web page www.film-society.org or
phone Deirdre Davison on 440585.
Kirk  'U'
Premiere.
September 18   Runs 110 mins.
LOOSELY based on the true story of
the Reverend Robert Kirk of
Aberfoyle, a scholar and minister of
religion, who believed in the Secret
Commonwealth of Elves and  Faeries.
Our film shows how passionately he
wanted his wife to also believe, and
the drastic action he took to fulfill this
mission. Set in the 17th Century, and
filmed in the beautiful locations of
Loch Lomond, Ardyll Woods Cashel
Forest Rowardennan, and Culross
conservation village in Fife. This
romantic and mystical tale will please
audiences of all ages. Made by us.
Directed by Michael Ferns.
The Duchess (2008) PG-13
October 2  Runs 110 mins.
LIKE her direct descendent Princess
Diana, Georgiana Duchess of
Devonshire (Kiera Knightley) was a
glamorous royal, much loved by the
public, the intelligent and vulnerable
Duchess was trapped within a
loveless marriage to one of the
country's richest men (Ralf Fiennes).
Rebelling against the establishment,
Georgina became an active
campaigner for the liberal party and
in turn, romantically involved with Earl
Grey, leading her through  tragedy,
self-discovery and redemption. The
soundtrack is beautiful. Awards: Won
an Oscar. Another four wins and
thirteen nominations.

Strathendrick
Film Society
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Forth Inn Events Diary

Main Street, AberfoyleFK8 3UQ
Tel: 01877 382 372

E-mail: Phil@ForthInn.com

August
Sat 15th Aug: Karaoke in
The Wallace Bar fun starts 9pm
Sun 30th Aug: Pub Quiz Prize
 for Winning Team Starts 9pm

September
Sat 12th Sep: Karaoke in
The Wallace Bar fun starts 9pm
Sun 27th Sep: Pub Quiz Prize
for Winning Team Starts 9pm

PAVLOVA INGREDIENTS:
2 Egg Whites
4 oz Castor Sugar
4 drops Vanilla Essence
2 drops Vinegar

Chantilly Cream
½ pint Double Cream
1-2 oz Icing Sugar
4 drops Vanilla Essence

Selection of Queen Elizabeth Forest Park Berries!

METHOD:
Whisk the egg whites with 2oz sugar, vinegar and vanilla till they are
stiff.
Pour over the remaining sugar and fold in with a spoon.
Line a baking tray with grease proof paper.
Put the pavlova mixture into a piping bag with a large plain nozzle.
Pipe the mix onto the tray into 4 dome shapes.
Place in the oven pre heated to 220 deg.
Leave oven on for 15 seconds then turn off.
Do not open the door and leave to cool down naturally, left over-
night is ideal.
Whisk the cream with the sugar and vanilla till it stays in shape.
Spoon the cream onto the plate, half cover with the pavlova and
decorate with your choice of forest berries.

Experienced full-time, head gardener.
Private grounds near Aberfoyle, with
organic kitchen garden, orchard, fruit
cage, rose garden, wild meadow,
herbaceous borders, rock garden,
rhododendrons and azaleas.
The garden is part-way through an
extensive restoration project and provides
the opportunity for creative input as well
as implementation of the overall plan.
Part-time support for the position is
provided.  Ideal candidate must be hard-
working, independent and able to work as
part of a team. Salary negotiable
depending on experience.

Contact:
susannah.midson@nomura.com

or call 07790487060

Job vacancy
Head Gardener

Looking for a new sport?
How about sailing? Yes!

then contact:
 Sid at Roslin Cottage,

Lagrannoch, Stirling Road, Callander FK17 8LE
(next door to The Myrtle Inn)

01877 339787
E-mail: sid@roslincottage.co.uk

Join the crew and sail Maggie May
a 24ft Sonata yacht on Loch Lomond.
Learn new skills, have fun and enjoy

weekend racing at Loch Lomond Sailing Club.
No experience needed - training given.

R&C LUKE

01324 625624

T/a J. Brown
Coal Merchant & Contractor
12-14 Slamannon Road
Falkirk FK1 1LG

Meetings held on the 3rd Wednesday of each month in
Gartmore Village Hall at 7.30pm. Visitors most welcome.

Winter Syllabus:
Wed. 21st October
Talk on Legal Matters by Beth Hamilton
Competition: Autumn arrangement in a jam jar
Wed. 18th November
Hands-on Jewellery Making – Heather Andrews
Competition: Favourite Christmas Decoration
December
Christmas Lunch Outing
Wed. 20th January 2010
Carpet Bowling Night
Wed. 17th February
Talk on props for stage and screen and demonstration of
mask making – Tom Abernethy
Competion: 4 square tablet/fudge
Wed. 17th March
Talk on composting – Forth Environment Link
Competition: A recycled item
Wed. 21st April
Talk on Border Collie rescue dogs – Mrs F. Wood
Competition: Doggy Ornament
Wed 19th May
Pot Luck Supper and AGM
Talk on life as a school teacher – Anne Stewart

President: Lesley Bond, Cromdale, Gartmore, 382759
Secretary: Christine Hamilton, Montview, Gartmore, 382327

Gartmore Women’s Rural Insitute
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IMPORTANT
Information

For Advertisers
When you place an
advert with the
Strathard News we will
continue to run it
unless you tell us to
stop or replace it.

To place/cancel an advert
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advertising@strathardnews.com
For design or to alter an advert
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on 01877 386222
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